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ABSTRACT
Though available for over 80 years, bifactor models have recently experienced a
resurgence in the psychological and social sciences literature (Reise, 2012). Bifactor
models provide an attractive alternative to modeling multidimensional data compared to
other approaches (e.g., correlated factors model, second-order factor model). Unlike
alternative models, bifactor modeling can effectively model variance that is common
between all items and variance that is specific to particular subscales (i.e., specific
factors) within a measure. Given its unique benefits, researchers have applied bifactor
models to previously validated multidimensional inventories. Researchers have found
that when using bifactor modeling on some established scales (e.g., Chen, Hayes, Carver,
Laurenceau, & Zhang, 2012; Chen, West, & Sousa, 2006), that particular subscales no
longer have significant loadings. This phenomenon is referred to as factor collapse
(Mansolf & Reise, 2016) and occurs when a substantial amount of variance is shifted to
the general factor from one or more specific factors. As bifactor models are applied to
more established scales, researchers will likely continue to discover more subscales that
collapse onto the general factor and that these subscales contain items that only measure
the general factor. Manipulating eight independent variables in a 3 (sample size) × 3
(number of variables per specific factor) × 3 (number of specific factors) × 3 (number of
collapsed factors) × 2 (presence or absence of cross-loadings) × 3 (size of specific factor
loadings) × 3 (size of general factor loadings) × 2 (presence or absence of pure
indicators) factorial design with 100 samples per condition, a Monte Carlo simulation
was conducted in R to better understand when factor collapse occurs, if it can it be
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accurately detected using currently available rotation methods, and the theoretical and
practical implications this has for psychological measurement. Results indicated that one
rotation, the Schmid-Leiman with iterative target rotation, performed better than other
rotations. Implications regarding the results of the simulation and nuances involved in the
use of bifactor models are discussed.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Measurement is a crucial aspect of basic and applied research. As noted by
Schmitt (2011), unreliable measurement can lead to dubious research conclusions. Likely
the most widely available and readily implemented method, multi-item inventories are
popular choices for gathering data on traits of interest. Note that the term trait is used
broadly to mean any construct of interest. Once an inventory is administered, researchers
have many options for modeling the scores. Although other methods are available (e.g.,
composite scores and item response theory), the primary methods considered here will be
factor analytic techniques. The family of factor analytic techniques attempt to model
participant responses according to the common factor model. The common factor model
contends the participants’ observed responses on a set of items can be explained by a
linear function of common factors and item specific variance (Brown, 2006). Regardless
of the factor analytic technique being used, the goal is to model the item scores in as few
factors as possible. There are many techniques based on the common factor model, and
they can be generally separated into two groups of exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The difference between the types is in the amount of
a priori specifications on item dimensionality. Exploratory methods have little or no a
priori specifications while confirmatory approaches have several a priori specifications.
Regardless of which is chosen, multidimensionality in participant responses must be
modeled appropriately.
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Bifactor analysis is one of the common factor model-based approaches for
modeling multidimensional responses and is the focus of the current study. It is available
as an EFA type analysis (i.e., exploratory bifactor analysis), a CFA type (i.e.,
confirmatory bifactor analysis), or both in the form of hybrid methods that combine EFA
and CFA. Its use allows for the partitioning of common and construct specific variance in
a manner not possible by other common factor based methods (e.g., correlated factors
model; Mansolf & Reise, 2016). Common variance refers to variance in the items that
can be explained by one common factor. Construct specific variance refers to additional
variance not explained by the common variance that is specific to a limited number of
items within the larger set of items. Common variance is often referred to as the general
factor, and construct specific variance is often referred to as specific or group factors
within the context of bifactor modeling. As is often the case in the broader bifactor
literature, the terms group factor and specific factor will be used interchangeably in this
dissertation. To avoid confusion, consider the common factors discussed as part of the
definition of the common factor model to include the general and specific factors
described in the preceding sentences. For the purposes of this study, the term “bifactor
analysis” refers to any factor analytic model that fits a general factor and specific factors
whether it be exploratory, confirmatory, or both. Any sections that are only about a
specific type of bifactor analysis (e.g., exploratory bifactor analysis) will be labeled as
such and only use the relevant term.
The bifactor approach offers several unique benefits including testing the viability
of subscales for assessing relationships with other variables after common variance
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between the subscales has been removed (Reise, 2012; Reise, Moore, & Haviland, 2010).
However, there are important issues in bifactor modeling that must be addressed if it is to
be used properly. One of these issues is factor collapse, a phenomenon that occurs when
an excessive amount of variance is shifted away from one or more of the specific factors
towards the general. This proposal will discuss bifactor modeling and factor collapse in
detail with the goal of furthering the understanding of this technique so that it may be
more readily implemented in the behavioral and social sciences.
This proposal is organized in the following manner: First, an overview of
assessing item dimensionality for multidimensional measures and how this relates to
construct validity is outlined. This section will have an emphasis on factor analysis and
more specifically on bifactor analysis as the primary method of interest. Second, a
comparison of the mathematical structures of the factor analytic models presented in the
first section is presented. Third, a brief description of various bifactor structures is given.
Fourth, an overview of the various modern exploratory bifactor rotations and their
strengths and weaknesses is covered. This section includes some detail on factor collapse
as it is directly pertinent to one of the weaknesses covered in the section. Fifth, an indepth discussion of factor collapse is provided including the potential implications of
factor collapse. Sixth and lastly, an overview of a Monte Carlo simulation designed to
examine differences between the rotation methods with an emphasis on the issue of factor
collapse is described. This section includes a real data example and discussion of
potential limitations.
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Most psychological traits cannot be measured directly and must be measured
indirectly instead. That is to say, height can be measured directly with a ruler, but there is
no such analogous procedure for measuring a psychological trait such as extraversion.
One of the methods that can accomplish this indirect measurement is latent variable
modeling. Latent variable modeling which includes factor analytic and item response
theory techniques is well suited for modeling this indirect measurement because latent
variable theory aligns with prevailing theory on how most psychological traits are
thought to operate (Brown, 2006). The latent variable techniques covered in this study
align with the common factor model. To illustrate this indirect measurement, consider the
example of a set of items designed to measure extraversion. To identify the latent
factor(s) that explain the responses on the items, the items are regressed onto the latent
factor(s). If the latent factor explains the item responses reasonably well, then the latent
factor is thought to be some form of extraversion. According to the design of the
instrument, it could be a single latent factor that predicts a general form of extraversion,
multiple latent factors that predict subfactors of extraversion, or both.
Assessing the dimensionality of an instrument is an important part of ensuring the
validity of an instrument. By design, measures are typically intended to measure a set
number of latent factors. Either guided by past research, theory, or a combination of the
two, researchers can hypothesize an instrument’s dimensionality. Therefore, confirmatory
approaches that set restrictions on item dimensionality are often used first rather than
exploratory approaches that place no restrictions on item dimensionality. Although
misspecifications of item dimensionality can be detected and corrected as part of
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confirmatory techniques, the recommended approach is to begin with exploratory
modeling and proceed to confirmatory modeling only when item dimensionality has been
reasonably assessed for the instrument with the sample in question (Schmitt, 2011).
Conducting exploratory modeling first is likely to lead to fitting a fewer number of
confirmatory models which is more scientifically sound because it reduces the bias
inherent to the post-hoc nature of refitting confirmatory models.
In fitting exploratory models, researchers will often find that the instrument in
question is best explained by multiple latent factors. This could either be by design or an
unexpected result suggested by the exploratory analysis. There are three main approaches
to modeling multidimensional data with factor analytic models. These are the correlated
factors solution (CF; Figure 1a), the second-order hierarchical solution (HF; Figure 1b),
and the bifactor solution (BF; Figure 1c). The CF solution relates separate dimensions
(i.e., latent factors) through factor intercorrelations. The HF solution relates the separate
dimensions by loading a superordinate factor onto them. The BF solution relates the
separate dimensions by separating what is common variance among them and unique
variance between them. The common variance is represented by the general factor that
loads onto all items, and the unique variance is represented by each respective specific
factor that loads onto particular sets of items.
Figure 1 displays three different approaches to modeling sixteen items intended to
measure four latent factors. In the confirmatory sense, the labels in Figure 1 serve to
demonstrate the relationship between the different solutions. In the exploratory sense,
these relationships are not as straightforward, but this will be elaborated upon further into
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the literature review. Given the three solutions in Figure 1, the following relationships
hold:
𝑎 = 𝑏𝑐

(1)

𝑑 = 𝑏√𝑒;

(2)

and

where a is the loading in the BF solution of the general factor onto V1, b is the loading in
the CF solution of factor one onto V1, c is the loading in the HF solution of the secondorder factor onto factor one, d is loading in the BF solution of specific factor one onto
V1, and e is the unique variance of factor one in the CF solution (Mansolf & Reise, 2016;
Yung, Thissen, & McLeod, 1999).
Now that the various factor analytic models and the relationships between them
have been introduced, the discussion will now turn to highlight how factor analysis is
related to the concepts of nomological nets and construct validity. The original use of
nomological net was defined as “Scientifically speaking, to ‘make clear what something
is’ means to set forth the laws in which it occurs. We shall refer to the interlocking
system of laws which constitute a theory as a nomological network” (Cronbach & Meehl,
1955, p. 290). The authors’ concerns were echoed by Ziegler (2014) in that the definition
of a construct within a nomological net includes the explanation of which behaviors or
attitudes in the case of non-behaviorally based measures a construct is composed. Not
only this but also, the authors state, the construct in question’s relationship to other
constructs. Ziegler’s first point refers to content validity, and the later point refers to
convergent and discriminant validity. That is, confirming a constructs theoretical
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relationship to similar constructs and a constructs theoretical lack of relationship to
constructs from which it should be distinct. Finally, a fourth type of validity, predictive or
criterion validity, is important in defining a construct’s nomological net. Criterion
validity is confirming a construct’s theoretical predictive relationships with other
constructs.
The four aforementioned types of validity (i.e., content, convergent, discriminant,
and predictive) are subsumed by construct validity. Construct validity refers to the
correctness of inferences about the correspondence between a label (i.e., construct) and
its operationalization. Demonstrating construct validity relates back to nomological nets
and then back to factor analysis. Basic EFA and CFA are concerned with measurement
models. These procedures can assess content, convergent, and discriminate validity. Once
this is established, one turns to structural equation modeling (SEM) to combine the first
three types of validity with the last one, predictive (Kline, 2011). SEM allows for the
researcher to choose which constructs relate to each other through either correlational
(i.e., assessing convergent or discriminant validity) or structural (i.e., assessing predictive
validity) relationships. For much of factor analysis’s history, only CFA could be
incorporated into SEM, but recent advances have developed the technique of exploratory
structural equation modeling (ESEM) which aims to incorporate the strengths of EFA
with the strengths of SEM. ESEM is a hybrid technique that allows for latent factors to be
modeled in either an exploratory manner or confirmatory manner. Recall that the primary
difference between exploratory and confirmatory modeling is in the amount of a priori
item dimensionality specifications (Asparouhov & Muthén, 2009).
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SEM or ESEM are techniques for providing evidence of nomological nets, but for
either of those techniques to be successful, one must attend to the initial measurement
and representation of multidimensional constructs. The CF solution and BF solution can
be readily implemented in either SEM or ESEM; whereas, the HF solution is most readily
implemented in SEM. However, implementing the HF solution in ESEM is possible
through the use of ESEM within CFA (see Morin, Arens, & Marsh, 2016). Of the three
possible solutions, as will be described below, the BF solution may be superior in some
though certainly not all circumstances.
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Chapter II
General Factor Analysis and In-Depth Bifactor Analysis
Bifactor Analysis within the Common Factor Model
Now that the relationship between the factor solutions has been described
conceptually and graphically, it is also prudent to compare this relationship in the
mathematical sense. For all equations, m will denote rows and n will denote columns.
Subscripts (i,j) represent the (i,j)th element within a specific matrix for i = 1, 2, …, n and
for j = 1, 2, …, m, subscript g represents the general factor, and subscript s represents a
specific factor. For the model in Figure 1a (CF solution), let y represent the n × 1 column
vector of observed variables, 𝚲𝑦 represents the n × m matrix of item loadings by factor, η
represents the n × 1 column vector of factors, and ε represents the n × 1 column vector of
residual variances. These elements are represented in the equation:
𝐲 = 𝚲𝑦 𝛈 + 𝛆,
and assuming n = 16 indicators and m = 4 factors (i.e., orthogonal latent variables), the
expanded matrix form is written as
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(3)

𝑦1
𝑦2
𝑦3
𝑦4
𝑦5
𝑦6
𝑦7
𝑦8
𝑦9 =
𝑦10
𝑦11
𝑦12
𝑦13
𝑦14
𝑦15
(𝑦16 )

λ1,1
λ2,1
λ3,1
λ4,1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
( 0

0
0
0
0
λ5,2
λ6,2
λ7,2
λ8,2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
λ9,3
λ10,3
λ11,3
λ12,3
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
λ13,4
λ14,4
λ15,4
λ16,4 )

ε1
ε2
ε3
ε4
ε5
ε6
η1
ε7
η2
ε8
(η ) + ε .
3
9
η4
ε10
ε11
ε12
ε13
ε14
ε15
(ε16 )

(4)

Equations 3 and 4 are mathematic representations of the common factor model
described in Chapter 1. Equations 3 and 4 are the most basic form of the common factor
model, but all solutions described in this section are contained within the common factor
model. Assumptions for the common factor model will differ based on the extraction
method used to obtain the factors. The most commonly used extraction method,
maximum likelihood (ML; Brown, 2006), assumes that there is a sufficiently large
sample size, the indicators have been measured on a continuous scale, and the indicators
follow a multivariate normal distribution. Alternative extraction methods are available if
certain assumptions are violated. For example, maximum likelihood with robust standard
errors (MLM; Bentler, 1995) corrects for moderate violations of multivariate normality.
In instances of strong violations of multivariate normality and/or indicators are not
measured on a continuous scale, estimators such as weighted least squares (WLS) and
robust weighted least squares (WLSMV) are available (Brown, 2006).
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Next, for the model in Figure 1b (HF solution), let η represents the n × 1 column
vector of first-order factors, Γ represents n × 1 column vector of the loadings of the firstorder factors on the second-order factor, ξ represents the scalar for the second-order
factor, and ζ represents the n × 1 column vector of disturbances of the first-order factors.
These elements are represented in the following equation:
𝛈 = 𝚪ξ + 𝛇.

(5)

Note that Equation 5 is nested within Equation 3. Assuming n = 4 factors, the expanded
matrix form of Equation 5 can be written as
Γ𝟏,𝟏
η1
ζ𝟏
η2
Γ𝟐,𝟏
ζ
(ξ) + ( 𝟐 ).
(η ) =
Γ𝟑,𝟏
ζ𝟑
3
η4
ζ𝟒
Γ
( 𝟒,𝟏 )

(6)

Lastly, the model in Figure 1c (BF solution) can be represented by Equation 3, but
differences between the CF and BF solutions are seen in the expanded matrix form
below:
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λ𝑔1,1
𝑦1
λ𝑔2,1
𝑦2
λ𝑔3,1
𝑦3
λ𝑔4,1
𝑦4
λ𝑔5,1
𝑦5
λ𝑔6,1
𝑦6
λ𝑔7,1
𝑦7
λ𝑔8,1
𝑦8
𝑦9 = λ𝑔9,1
𝑦10
λ𝑔10,1
𝑦11
λ𝑔11,1
𝑦12
λ𝑔12,1
𝑦13
λ𝑔13,1
𝑦14
λ𝑔14,1
𝑦15
(𝑦16 )
λ𝑔15,1
(λ𝑔16,1

λs1,1
λs2,1
λs3,1
λs4,1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
λs5,2
λs6,2
λs7,2
λs8,2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
λs9,3
λs10,3
λs11,3
λs12,3
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
λs13,4
λs14,4
λs15,4
λs16,4 )

ε1
ε2
ε3
ε4
ε5
ε6
η𝑔1
ε7
η𝑠1
ε8
η𝑠2 +
ε9 .
η𝑠3
ε10
( η𝑠4 )
ε11
ε12
ε13
ε14
ε15
(ε16 )

(7)

The addition of the general factor in Equation 7 is what differentiates it from Equation 4
in that the first column of 𝚲𝑦 contains the loadings of the indicators on the general factor
and the first element of η is the general factor. Equation 7 assumes n = 16 indicators and
m = 5 factors (i.e., one general factor and four orthogonal specific factors).
By examining Equations 3 through 7, it is seen that the equations are similar.
What differentiates them is the content of the item loading matrix in Equations 4 and 7,
the addition of the first-order loadings on the second-order factor, the second-order
factor, and the disturbances of the first-orders factors for Equations 4 and 6, and both of
the previous differentiators for Equations 6 and 7. These equations and expanded matrix
representations have been adapted from Chen et al. (2006). Now that the three factor
structures have been compared, the discussion will turn to an in-depth discussion of
bifactor analysis.
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Although first conceptualized over 80 years ago (Holzinger & Swineford, 1937),
it has recently experienced a resurgence in the psychological literature (Reise, 2012). As
was described in Chapter 1, bifactor analysis separates item variance in ways not offered
by other factor analytic methods. In short, bifactor analysis separates general variance
from group variance by fitting p group factors and an additional general factor for a total
of p + 1 factors. For example, consider a sixteen-item scale designed to measure four
four-item constructs. Fitting a bifactor model would consist of loading all sixteen items
onto the general factor while simultaneously loading each four-item group onto their
respective group factor. This accomplishes something that traditional factor analysis
cannot. Specifically, variance common to all sixteen items is accounted for by the general
factor, and variance that is unique to each group factor is contained within each group
factor. Most commonly, bifactor models are orthogonal because group factors are
uncorrelated with each other and with the general factor. Overall, this facilitates
interpretation because each group factor can be interpreted separately from one another
and any relationships between the group factors are accounted for by the general factor
(Morin et al., 2016). Although it is possible to construct oblique bifactor models where
the group factors are allowed to correlate with one another (Jennrich & Bentler, 2012),
this study will focus only on the orthogonal case.
Now that bifactor models have been thoroughly described, it is important to
understand scenarios for which their use is ideal and what the consequences of using
other approaches may be. To demonstrate this, two examples of bifactor analysis with the
Dark Triad (McLarnon & Tarraf, 2017) and state self-esteem (McCain, Jonason, Foster,
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& Campbell, 2015) are presented. Bifactor models are ideal for multidimensional
constructs in which there is a substantial amount of common variance between the
factors. In the case of the Dark Triad which consists of Machiavellianism, narcissism, and
psychopathy, these traits share common characteristics of callousness, dishonesty, and
lack of humility (Jones & Figueredo, 2013). State self-esteem conceptualizes self-esteem
as both a global self-esteem factor and domain specific self-esteem in performance,
appearance, and social. Given that state self-esteem conceptualizes self-esteem as both a
global factor and domain specific factors, bifactor analysis is uniquely suited to model the
construct in a theoretically appropriate manner because it can model both a general
(global) factor and specific factors (domain specific) simultaneously (McCain et al.,
2015). In these examples, bifactor analysis allows one to separate shared variance from
unique variance in a manner not accomplished by either the CF or HF solution. Not only
is the bifactor model more theoretically appropriate, but bifactor modeling allows for the
examination of relationships with other constructs in a more nuanced manner than
possible in the other solutions.
In both examples, the three specific factors demonstrated differential relationships
with external criteria both between each other and the general factor. For the Dark Triad,
narcissism was positively related to self-control while the other factors and the general
factor were negatively related (McLarnon & Tarraf, 2017). For state self-esteem, negative
relationships were found for the general factor and all three specific factors with
Machiavellianism and psychopathy; whereas, only general and social self-esteem were
negatively related to narcissism. Other relationships were nonsignificant (McCain et al.,
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2015). The cited work also examines differential relationships between state self-esteem
and the HEXACO factors (Ashton & Lee, 2007) and sociosexual orientation (Jackson &
Kirkpatrick, 2007). These differential relationships are only properly examined with
bifactor models because the other models do not successfully separate common variance
from unique variance. Therefore, any relationships examined with factors in the CF and
HF models are contaminated by common variance between the factors (Morin et al.,
2016). Finally, in both examples, the fitted bifactor models showed significantly stronger
fit when compared to the other models.
Bifactor Structures
Four different bifactors will be considered in the present Monte Carlo simulation.
Figures that graphically depict these structures are shown in Figures 2 through 5. These
four structures have been used in previous research on bifactor models and represent
various combinations of conditions that will be used in the simulation study (Abad,
Garcia-Garzon, Garrido, & Barrada, 2017; Mansolf & Reise, 2016). Details on the
conditions will be covered in the Simulation Design section within the Methods chapter.
All following example matrices are orthogonal and 16 × 5 with sixteen rows representing
the items and five columns representing the factors (i.e., the first column is the general
factor, and the last four are the specific factors). Asterisks represent freely estimated
loadings and zeros represent loadings fixed to zero.
Independent cluster. The first structure is independent cluster (IC; McDonald,
2000) and is the simplest possible bifactor structure. IC structure is said to be when the
specific factors are properly identified, that is at least three items for orthogonal
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structures and at least two items for oblique structures, and no cross-loadings are present.
The following matrix, A, is an example of IC structure.
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
𝐀=
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
(∗

∗
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
∗)

(8)

Independent cluster basis. The second structure is independent cluster basis
(ICB; McDonald, 2000). ICB occurs when only the first condition of IC is met. That is,
there are cross-loadings present in the structure. The following matrix, B, is an example
of ICB structure.
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∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
𝐁=
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
(∗

∗
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
∗

0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗)

(9)

Equation 9 has cross-loadings for items four, eight, twelve, and sixteen.
Independent cluster pure. The third structure is independent cluster pure (ICP;
Mansolf & Reise, 2016). ICP occurs when there are pure indicators of the general factor.
That is, they only load on the general factor and not on any specific factors. The
following matrix, C, is an example of ICP structure.
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
𝐂=
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
(∗

0
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

17

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.
0
0
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗)

(10)

Equation 10 has pure indicators for items one, five, nine, and thirteen as they only have
an asterisk in the first column (i.e., the general factor).
Independent cluster pure basis. The fourth and final structure is independent
cluster pure basis (ICPB; Abad et al., 2017). ICPB occurs when both cross-loadings and
pure indicators of the general factor are present. The following matrix, D, is an example
of ICPB structure.
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
𝐃=
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
(∗

0
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
∗

0
∗
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
∗
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
.
0
∗
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗)

(11)

Equation 11 has cross-loadings in the same locations as Equation 9, and pure indicators
in the same locations as Equation 10.
Exploratory Bifactor Rotation Methods
Bifactor analysis has been used in various research areas. In addition to the
examples of the Dark Triad and state self-esteem described in the introduction, it has also
been used to evaluate psychopathology (Sharp et al., 2015), well-being (Chen, Jing,
Hayes, & Lee, 2013; de Bruin & du Plessis, 2015), and sport psychology (Myers, Martin,
Ntoumanis, Celimli, & Bartholomew, 2014). The focus here and for the remainder of the
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current study will be on bifactor models in the factor analytic tradition and specifically on
exploratory bifactor analysis, rather than confirmatory models. In addition to bifactor
models in the factor analytic tradition, they are also available as item response theory
models (DeMars, 2006; Reise, 2012). Although bifactor analysis has experienced a recent
resurgence in popularity, it has been available for some time. Bifactor analysis can be
traced back to Holzinger and Swineford (1937). As it is now outdated and not relevant to
the current study, details on Holzinger’s method are omitted, but interested readers
should consult Holzinger and Swineford (1937) for the original description or Jennrich
and Bentler (2011) for a more recent description of the original method.
What follows is a description of five exploratory bifactor methods. The five
methods are the Schmid-Leiman orthogonalization (SL; Schmid & Leiman, 1957),
Schmid-Leiman with target rotation (SLt; Reise, Moore, & Haviland, 2010), SchmidLeiman with iterative target rotation (SLi; Abad, Garcia-Garzon, Garrido, & Barrada,
2017), and the analytic Jennrich-Bentler (JB) rotations bi-quartimin and bi-geomin
(Jennrich & Bentler, 2011, 2012; Mansolf & Reise, 2016). The following section
describes each of the five methods and is followed by a discussion of the advantages and
disadvantages of the five methods.
Schmid-Leiman orthogonalization family rotations. The SL orthogonalization
(Schmid & Leiman, 1957) was the first widely available and utilized bifactor rotation
method. Although it has some strengths, there are important drawbacks to it that any
researcher that wishes to use it effectively must recognize. What follows is a description
of the SL method (see Mansolf & Reise, 2016; Yung, Thissen, & McLeod, 1999). Let R
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be an n × n correlation matrix of n observed variables (i.e., items). The first step is to
conduct an oblique factor analysis on R which produces a model-reproduced correlation
matrix Σ where
𝐑 ≈ 𝚺 = 𝚲𝚽𝚲𝑇 + 𝚯𝟐 .

(12)

Λ is an m × n matrix of standardized factor loadings (m > n, n > 2), Φ is a n × n
correlation matrix for the first-order factors, superscript T denotes the transpose, and Θ is
an m × m diagonal matrix of unique variances for the observed variables. Second, Φ is
further factor analyzed to yield a single second-order factor, giving a model-reproduced
factor correlation matrix Φ* such that
𝚽 ∗ = 𝚲2 𝚲𝑇2 + 𝚯22

(13)

where 𝚲2 is a n × 1 column vector of factor loadings and 𝚯22 is a n × n diagonal matrix
with unique variances of the first-order factors on the diagonal. The subscript of 2 on 𝚯22
serves to differentiate it from the Θ in Equation 12. This method assumes that Λ and 𝚲2
have simple cluster structures. That is, only one nonzero value is allowed in each row.
It follows that the factor model for the manifest variables can be written as 𝐳 =
𝚲𝐟1 + 𝚯𝐮1 , where z is an n × 1 random vector of standardized manifest variables, 𝐟1 is a
n × 1 random vector of first-order factors, and 𝐮1 is an n × 1 random vector of unique
factors. The factor model for the first-order factors can then be written as:
𝐟1 = 𝚲2 𝐟2 + 𝚯2 𝐮2
where 𝐟2 is the second-order factor and 𝐮2 is a n × 1 random vector of unique secondorder factors. The two previous equations are then combined so that the factor model for
the manifest variables can be written as:
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𝑧 = 𝚲(𝚲2 𝐟2 + 𝚯2 𝐮2 ) + 𝚯𝐮1 ,
which is rewritten as
𝑧 = 𝐁ℎ + 𝚯𝐮1 ,
where
ℎ = {𝐟2𝑇 , 𝐮𝑇2 } 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐁 = {𝚲𝚲2 ⋮ 𝚲𝚯2 }.
It follows that B is the factor-loading matrix produced by the Schmid-Leiman
orthogonalization, and the model-implied correlation matrix 𝚺 can be written as
𝚺 = 𝐁𝐁 𝑇 + 𝚯𝟐 .
Factor-loading matrix B is highly structured. More specifically, 𝚲𝚲2 is the n × 1
submatrix containing the loadings of the items on the general factor, and 𝚲𝚯2 is the n ×
m submatrix that contains the loadings of the items on the group factors.
Related to the SL method are two rotation procedures that are intended as an
improvement upon the standard SL. The two methods are Schmid-Leiman with target
rotation (SLt; Reise et al., 2010) and Schmid-Leiman with iterative target rotation (SLi;
Abad et al., 2017). Both methods rely on the prespecification of target loading matrices.
Target rotation relies on identifying a pattern of salient and non-salient loadings for a
given factor structure. Using a combination of free loadings and specified zeros, the
target rotation attempts to rotate to a solution that closely matches the prespecified
pattern (Browne, 2001). Consider the example loading matrix A in Equation 8. Supplying
Equation 8 as the target matrix in the factor rotation will freely estimate all parameters
marked by an asterisk, and parameters marked by a zero will be held as close to zero as
possible. They may not equal exactly zero because the target rotation effectively
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minimizes the sum of the squared differences between specified target values (bij = 0) and
the corresponding factor loading found after rotation (λij).
The SLt and the SLi are based on Reise et al.’s (2010) premise that despite its
drawbacks the SL method is suitable for determining patterns of trivial and non-trivial
loadings. Support for this assertion has been demonstrated in other studies (see Reise,
Moore, & Maydeu-Olivares, 2011). In the first step of the SLt, the SL orthogonalization
is performed to obtain a target matrix for the subsequent rotation. The researcher must
specify a cutoff (e.g., .20) in constructing the target matrix. If the loading from the SL is
greater than the cutoff (i.e., > .20), then the corresponding parameter will be marked as an
unspecified element, an asterisk. If the loading from the SL is less than the cutoff (i.e., <
.20) then the corresponding loading is marked as a specified zero. Naturally, the decision
of the cutoff value will depend on how conservative or liberal the researcher wants to be
in specifying the pattern of unspecified elements and specified zeros. Once the target
matrix has been constructed, the target rotation is performed, and the resulting loading
matrix is treated as the final solution for the SLt.
The SLi differs from the SLt in that it incorporates an iterative progression of
target matrices in forming the final loading solution. The SLi begins in the same way as
the SLt by applying the SL orthogonalization. Similarly, a target matrix is constructed
based on the results of the SL, and a target rotation is performed. However, where the SLt
stopped after this step, the SLi incorporates the information from the first target rotation
to update the target matrix of factor loadings. The target rotation is then conducted again
with the updated information. This procedure continues in an iterative fashion until the
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procedure converges. Convergence is achieved when the pattern of non-specified
loadings and specified zeros matches the pattern found in the rotated solution (Abad et
al., 2017).
Analytic Jennrich-Bentler rotations. The following two methods are the only
two true exploratory bifactor methods available. Bi-quartimin and bi-geomin differ from
the SL methods in that the SL methods are multistage procedures whereas bi-quartimin
and bi-geomin are specific rotation criteria that aim to minimize departure form bifactor
structure (Jennrich & Bentler, 2011, 2012). Bi-quartimin and bi-geomin are based on the
quartimin (Carroll, 1953) and geomin (Browne, 2001; Yates, 1987) and are modified to
extract a general factor in addition to the group factors. Moreover, the JB analytic
rotations do not impose undue proportionality constraints on the item loadings. These
constraints will be discussed in greater detail further into this section. Although oblique
versions of the JB analytic rotations are available, all uses of the rotations in this study
will be orthogonal. Orthogonal bifactor rotations are the most commonly used in the
psychological literature (Mansolf & Reise, 2016), allow for an intuitive interpretation of
general and group variance (Morin et al., 2016), and do not suffer from some of the
technical issues such as convergence problems that the oblique versions do (Jennrich &
Bentler, 2012). The JB analytic rotation proceed as follows. First, Λ, an orthogonal
loading matrix, is extracted from the indicator correlation matrix. In contrast to the SL
which extracted p common factors, the JB analytic rotations extracts p + 1 common
factors. The (p + 1)th factor is the general factor. Implications of this will be discussed
further into this section when the various methods are compared. Second, Λ is rotated
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according to a bifactor rotation criteria yielding Λ2. The bifactor rotation criteria takes the
following form:
𝐵(𝚲) = 𝑄(𝚲2 ).
B() denotes that the original extraction, Λ, is of bifactor structure, and Q() denotes the
bifactor rotation criteria that transforms Λ to Λ2. Q() could be any bifactor rotation, but
for the current study will only represent bi-quartimin or bi-geomin which at the time of
this writing, are the only bifactor rotation criteria that have examined in the literature.
However, the authors do note that it is possible to develop other bifactor criteria (Jennrich
& Bentler, 2011, 2012).
The bi-quartimin criteria is as follows:
𝑛
𝑛
2 2
𝐵𝑏𝑖−𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝜦) = 𝑄𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝜦2 ) = ∑𝑀
𝑖=1 ∑𝑗=2 ∑𝑗 ′ =𝑗+1 𝜆𝑖𝑗 𝜆𝑖𝑗 ′ ,

(14)

where j’ is used to indicate that each pair of multiplied loadings cannot be from the same
column. If there is perfect IC structure in the rotated loading matrix then
𝑄𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲2 ) = 0. Therefore, the bi-quartimin criterion can only be achieved if there
are no cross-loadings. It follows then that distortion is introduced into the rotated matrix
if cross-loadings are present (Mansolf & Reise, 2016). The second criteria, bi-geomin,
aims to minimize the solution differently than bi-quartimin, and this gives it a distinct
advantage when cross-loadings are present. The bi-geomin criteria is as follows:
𝑛
2
𝐵𝑏𝑖−𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲) = 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲2 ) = ∑𝑀
𝑖=1(∏𝑗=2(𝜆𝑖𝑗 + δ))

1⁄
𝑚

,

(15)

where δ is a small positive value (e.g., .01) required to make the function differentiable
(Browne, 2001; Jennrich & Bentler, 2012). Whereas bi-quartimin required only one nonzero loading per row, excluding the general factor, to be minimized, the bi-geomin
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criteria is minimized when each row has at least one loading that equals zero. In other
words, if no items cross-load on all the specific factors in the model, the bi-geomin
criteria will be minimized and 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲2 ) = 0.
Strengths and weaknesses of the exploratory bifactor rotations. What follows
is a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the previously described rotation
methods. This discussion has been sectioned from the description of the methods to more
easily demonstrate the properties in which the SL methods excel and where the JB
analytic rotations do not, and that the opposite is true. The initial focus will be on the
basic SL orthogonalization. The most consequential problem with the SL
orthogonalization is that it unduly imposes proportionality constraints on the rotated
factor loading matrix. These proportionality constraints are not endemic to bifactor
modeling but to the SL itself. The consequences of the proportionality constraints have
been oft discussed in the available bifactor literature (e.g., Abad et al., 2017; Gignac,
2016; Jennrich & Bentler, 2011, 2012; Mansolf & Reise, 2016; Reise et al., 2010; Waller,
2017). In short, the proportionality constraints restrict the factor loadings of each item
such that the ratio of explained variance due to the group factor to the explained variance
due to the general factor is constant for all items within each group factor. These resulting
constraints are due to the fact that the SL rotated bifactor model is nested within a
second-order hierarchical solution of the factors which is nested within the correlated
factors solution of the factors (Mansolf & Reise, 2016). Essentially, the SL transforms the
second-order hierarchical solution to the bifactor solution and in doing so, imposes the
proportionality constraints. As previously mentioned, it is the transitioning between
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nested models that leads to the SL being characterized as not a true bifactor rotation. This
contrasts with the JB rotations which are endemically bifactor in their design and
implementation.
The imposition of these proportionality constraints has consequences for the
resulting solution. The central consequence is that if the data does not have perfect IC
structure, linear dependencies will be introduced into the loadings. Referring to Equations
1 and 2, if the data has perfect IC structure, then the equations will solve as shown. If not,
the equations are extended to include the cross-loading relationships. When perfect IC
structure exists, a (i.e., the loading of V1 on the general factor in the BF solution) is equal
to the product of two scalars, b (i.e., the loading of V1 on the first factor in the CF
solution) and c (i.e., the loading of the first first-order factor on the second-order factor in
the HF solution). If there is deviation from perfect IC structure, b becomes the vector for
all of V1’s cross-loadings, and c remains a constant scalar for each item. Thus, a becomes
the product of a vector and a scalar. Similarly, in Equation 2, d (i.e., the loading of V1 on
the first factor in the BF solution) is equal to the product of b, a vector if there is
departure from IC structure and the square root of e (i.e., the unique variance of the first
factor in the CF solution) which is constant for each item within each group. The fact that
the value of b is the product of all of the item’s cross-loadings means that b is dependent
upon other values within the item loading matrix thus introducing the linear dependencies
(Mansolf & Reise, 2016). The linear dependencies are described as hidden because they
are not immediately apparent to whomever is viewing the results.
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It is unlikely that these proportionality constraints will exist in the population
loading matrix. Therefore, the hidden linear dependencies are likely to exist in the results.
This will introduce bias into all loadings of the rotated matrix, and the extent of this bias
depends on the severity of departure from IC structure (Mansolf & Reise, 2016). Despite
this, as noted previously, the SL method is suitable for determining patterns of salient and
non-salient loadings. Therefore, its strength is in serving as a first step tool for using the
SLt and the SLi. The SLt makes slight improvements over the SL when the structure
includes cross-loadings and pure indicators, but simulations have shown that the
performance is still less than desired (Abad et al., 2017). Initial evidence demonstrating
the efficacy of the SLi is positive in that it is a strong method for recovering factor
structures that contain cross-loadings and pure general factor indicators (Abad et al.,
2017).
Regarding advantages of the SL methods, they do not suffer from some of the
serious disadvantages of the JB analytic rotations. More specifically, these disadvantages
are the overextraction of factors, the extraction of one or more factors that do not
represent a meaningful amount of variance, and local minima, the phenomena in which
providing different combinations of parameter start values (e.g., initial item loadings), in
the resultant solutions. Both bi-quartimin and bi-geomin can suffer from these problems
but to a different extent. Furthermore, bi-quartimin can have problems when crossloadings are present in the data. Turning to the issue of overextraction of factors, the JB
analytic rotations are prone to the problems that all EFA rotations have in common.
Namely, EFA rotations are prone to the overextraction of factors which can result in
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problems such as single item factors that represent the variance in only one item as well
as Heywood cases where near 100% or more of the variance is explained by the factor
model (Mansolf & Reise, 2016). This is directly applicable to the JB rotations because of
a major difference between the JB rotations and the SL. The SL extracts p common
factors whereas the JB rotations extract p + 1 factors. The SL produces the (p + 1)th
factor that is linearly dependent on the other p factors, but the JB rotations produce an
unconstrained (p + 1) factor solution. With this in mind, the JB rotations can suffer from
the overextraction of factors when the constraints of the SL hold or nearly hold in that the
(p + 1)th factor of the JB rotations can be extremely small.
The next issue, local minima, is closely related to this study’s core issue of factor
collapse. Ideally, a model will converge to a global minimum that is obtained with any
combination of parameter start values. The minimization is referring to the Q() criteria
defined earlier for either bi-quartimin or bi-geomin. When any EFA rotation is
performed, parameter start values must be chosen so that the algorithm can proceed. If
not supplied by the researcher, most software will randomly generate these parameters
start values by default. If Q() minimizes to the same value regardless of the number of
times the algorithm is replicated, or various combinations of parameter start values are
used, this is referred to as a global minimum. In some cases, using multiple random starts
that have different combinations of parameter start values can result in different
minimized values of Q(). These are referred to as local minima. The occurrence of local
minima in EFA and particularly in bifactor EFA is often due to the nature of the Gradient
Projection Algorithm (GPA) (Mansolf & Reise, 2016). The GPA is the algorithm most
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often used to perform EFAs when conducted by psychological and other social-science
researchers (Bernaards & Jennrich, 2005; Jennrich, 2004). The reasons for why the GPA
sometimes produces local minima will be expounded upon in the following chapter.
Two simulated examples from Mansolf and Reise (2016) demonstrate the local
minima problem. In the first example, bi-quartimin and bi-geomin were used to rotate an
initial loading matrix that had perfect IC structure. Each rotation was conducted 1,000
times with random parameter starting values. After removing duplicate solutions, the
results showed that bi-quartimin converged to five separate solutions while bi-geomin
converged to 42 unique solutions. In the second example, the same process was
conducted, and bi-quartimin converged to one solution while bi-geomin converged to 28
solutions. Although this does show that the rotations do not always have local minima
problems, any researcher who uses these rotations must be aware of the issue. If one is to
use the rotations successfully, they must compute multiple runs of the rotations with
varying start values and inspect the solutions to separate the local minima solutions from
the global minimum solution. In inspecting the solutions, a notable method of identifying
the local minima solutions is that they often result in the collapse of one or more factor.
These solutions are then easily discarded because solutions with factor collapse do not
demonstrate ideal bifactor structure (i.e., a clearly defined general factor with clearly
defined group factors). In the above examples, several of the problematic solutions
demonstrated factor collapse with some even showing the collapse of more than one
factor. This demonstrates that factor collapse can take many forms, and any researcher
must diligently search for these issues if they wish to use the JB rotations successfully.
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Lastly, it is worth noting that bi-quartimin is particularly prone to bias in the
presence of cross-loadings. Bi-quartimin, like many other EFA rotation criteria, attempts
to minimize row complexity and will break down in the presence of cross-loadings.
Referring to Equation 14, bi-quartimin calculates the rotation criteria by multiplying pairs
of squared loadings within each row and summing their products. Therefore, if there is
only one nonzero element, all products will be zero, but in the presence of just one
nonzero loading, the product will not be zero. If all products are zero or near zero, Q()
will be minimized. Most EFA rotations that minimize by row complexity suffer from this
is issue, but a notable exception is the geomin criteria (Yates, 1987), the basis for the bigeomin criteria. Shown in Equation 15, the bi-geomin criteria uses utilizes distinct
squared factor loadings rather than pairs of squared loadings. Essentially, the bi-geomin
criteria squares each loading in a row and then multiplies the results. If at least one
loading in each row is near zero, the total product for that row will be near zero. If the
total product for each row is zero or near zero, Q() will be minimized.
By design, the bi-geomin criteria only penalizes when an indicator significantly
cross-loads onto every factor. If the construct(s) is clearly defined and the measure is well
designed, this is unlikely to happen and has led to the recommendation of the geomin
criteria in situations where cross-loadings are anticipated (Browne, 2001). An example
from Mansolf and Reise (2016) tested the bi-quartimin and bi-geomin in the presence of
cross-loadings and showed that although the bi-quartimin solution converged to a global
minimum, the solution displayed factor collapse (i.e., not ideal bifactor structure). The bigeomin did find a suitable solution, but it was one of 47 solutions. Out of 1,000 random
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starts, 13.7% of the solutions converged to the suitable solution, but the next best solution
which displayed factor collapse was converged upon 24.7% of the time. Taking the local
minima and bias in cross-loading issues together, it seems that choosing between the biquartimin and the bi-geomin solves one problem and introduces another.
To summarize, the SL orthogonalization only works well when the
proportionality constraints hold, the SLt is an improvement upon the SL but has difficulty
with complex loading patterns (e.g., ICP and ICPB), the JB analytic rotations excel where
the SL fails but come with their own host of issues, and the JB analytic rotations fail
when the proportionality constraints hold or nearly hold. Initial evidence suggests that the
SLi may be a better alternative to the other methods, but at the time of this writing, the
SLi has only been tested in a single study (Abad et al., 2017). Furthermore, there is no
study that compares all five of these methods with factor collapse as a core issue. The
only studies that do examine factor collapse either only mention it as a side issue or do
not use all five of the rotation methods to examine it (Abad et al., 2017; Geiser, Bishop,
& Lockhart, 2015; Mansolf & Reise, 2016).
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Chapter III
Factor Collapse in Detail
Factor Collapse
Now, the discussion will turn to examining factor collapse in greater detail. At the
time of this writing, only two studies that focus upon factor collapse were found (Geiser
et al., 2015; Mansolf & Reise, 2016). Despite the limited information available, it is
likely that factor collapse has the potential to be a much more pervasive problem than has
been currently recognized. As bifactor models have increased in popularity, it is likely
that factor collapse will continue to appear in multidimensional constructs either in
actuality or erroneously. Two studies which used bifactor modeling to analyze
established multidimensional constructs of Extraversion (Chen et al., 2012) and Quality
of Life (Chen et al., 2006) found that the factors of warmth and mental health,
respectively, collapsed when analyzed with a bifactor structure. This suggests two points.
First, it is likely that more collapsed factors will appear in the analysis of established
measures with bifactor models. Second, this necessitates an understanding of whether the
available exploratory bifactor models can readily detect factor collapse in misspecified
models. That is, the detection of pure indicators of a general factor (i.e., ICP or ICPB)
that are incorrectly thought to form a group factor. This study aims to add valuable
research to the first point and directly address the second.
When factor collapse appears erroneously, it is often due to an artifact of the GPA
which is endemic to nearly all modern EFA rotations including the previously discussed
JB analytic rotations. To understand this more completely, the following section will
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describe an overview of the GPA (see Bernaards & Jennrich, 2005; Mansolf & Reise,
2016 for a more detailed explanation). When EFA rotation procedures are used, they are
attempting to minimize some rotation criteria. Note that some rotation criteria maximize
the function (e.g., varimax; Kaiser, 1958) and then minimum is found by multiplying the
maximized value by negative one (Bernaards & Jennrich, 2005). These rotation criteria
are typically a complex polynomial function that is composed of the elements of a
loading matrix and are designed such that when certain requirements are met, the
function is minimized, and a suitable solution is found. Equations 14 and 15 are examples
of these functions. Once the rotation criterion is defined the GPA attempts to minimize
the provided criterion.
The GPA proceeds in an iterative fashion and each iteration includes a gradient
descent step and a projection step. The gradient descent step attempts to find an
orthogonal rotation matrix, T, that will minimize the given rotation criterion. This is
accomplished by computing a function of T, f(T). In each gradient descent step within
each iteration, the algorithm computes the gradient of f(T) and moves a specified number
of units, α, in the negative direction from T. It is the iterative progression of minimizing
T by α units that describes what is meant by the gradient descent. The definition of the
gradient descent can also be rephrased as the gradual (i.e., gradient) movement away in
the negative direction (i.e., descent) from T. The properties of specific gradients
(Bernaards & Jennrich, 2005) and α (Jennrich, 2001, 2002) have been described in prior
research and are implemented in a readily available statistical package (i.e., GPArotation
R package; Bernaards & Jennrich, 2005).
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During the gradient descent, T becomes an improper rotation matrix because it is
no longer orthogonal. The loss of orthogonality results in T suggesting biased estimates
of common variance for the items and general distortion in the model; therefore, the
projection step which restores orthogonality is required. The projection step, also known
as a Procrustean solution, accomplishes this by imposing certain constraints on T
depending on whether the desired rotated indicator loading matrix is to be orthogonal or
oblique (Bernaards & Jennrich, 2005; Mansolf & Reise, 2016). It is the how the gradient
descent and projection steps handle the general factor, that makes the JB analytic
rotations particularly prone to local minima when compared to other non-bifactor
rotations (Mansolf & Reise, 2016). During the gradient descent, variance is only shifted
between the group factors. That is, the loadings on the general factor from the initial
loading matrix will remain unchanged after the gradient descent step. Although the group
factors are rotated explicitly during the gradient descent step, the general factor is only
rotated implicitly because the purpose of the projection step is producing a proper
rotation matrix. Said another way, producing a proper rotation matrix is governed by
mathematical properties rather than psychometric properties. That the general factor is
rotated during the projection step is a byproduct of the central purpose of the projection
step, and because it is not governed by any psychometric properties, the projection step
can shift variance between the general factor and group factors in manners that are not
psychometrically interpretable (i.e., factor collapse).
To further understand the local minima problem, consider the following example.
In demonstrating why, the JB analytic rotations are particularly prone to local minima, it
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helps to conceptualize the JB rotations as a mixture of two factor models. The first is a
one factor model defined by the general factor. The second is an p factor model where p
is the number of group factors. This model can be written as:
𝚺 = (𝚲1 )(𝚲1 )𝑇 + (𝚲2 )(𝚲2 )𝑇 + 𝚯2 = 𝚺𝐺𝐸𝑁 + 𝚺𝐺𝑅𝑃 + 𝚯2 ,
where Σ is the model-implied correlation matrix, Λ1 is the first column of the factor
loading matrix, Λ2 contains the remaining columns of the factor loading matrix (Λ2 from
Equation 13), and Θ2 is a diagonal matrix of unique variances. This means that the model
implied correlation matrix is a mixture of the model implied reduced correlation matrix
ΣGEN for the one factor model defined by Λ1, the model implied reduced correlation
matrix ΣGRP for the group factors defined by Λ2, and the unique variances in Θ2.
For this mixture model, the start values provide initial values of ΣGEN and ΣGRP
which partition the common variance of the items into these two sources. In the case of
random parameter starting values, this partitioning is random. The utilized rotation
algorithm then minimizes the rotation criterion for Λ2 according to the provided start
values. As was mentioned previously, any transfer of variance between ΣGEN and ΣGRP is
an artifact of the projection step of the GPA. The gradient descent step attempts to find
strong loadings for Λ2; this results in a positive gradient and a corresponding decrease in
the variance for which the group factors account. To compensate for this reduction, as
much variance as possible is shifted to the general factor during the projection step.
However, because the projection step is not governed by any psychometric properties,
this shift in variance can be psychometrically inappropriate which then produces
erroneous solutions. Most commonly the shifting of the variance to the general factor
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removes too much variance from one or more group factors resulting in factor collapse.
This is why the JB analytic rotations are particularly prone to factor collapse in their local
minima solutions.
Despite being improper solutions, solutions displaying factor collapse often
produce comparable values of the minimized rotation criteria for two reasons. First, when
variance is shifted towards the general factor from the group factors, the rotation criterion
is quantifying complexity in a comparably smaller amount of variance. Therefore, the
rotation criterion should be lowest when the general factor is explaining as much variance
as possible. Second, the rotation criteria for bi-quartimin and bi-geomin only penalize for
row complexity and not column complexity. Mathematically, the rotation criteria achieve
their lowest value for each variable (i.e., indicator) when either one factor loading is large
and the others are exceedingly small or when all factors loadings are small. The second
case typically precludes the use of EFA because small factor loadings correspond to
small communalities and therefore, is not typically seen in EFA. However, bifactor
rotations are particularly prone to the occurrence of the second scenario because the
rotation criteria are only minimized according to the group factor loadings. Therefore, if
all group factor loadings for a particular variable are small, then the variable may be part
of a collapsed solution, and the rotation criterion is sufficiently minimized according to
the second scenario. Resulting from these properties, collapsed factor solutions can have
comparable or in some cases even lower rotation criteria values than solutions that more
accurately capture a bifactor structure.
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To illustrate that point, reconsider the example from Mansolf and Reise (2016)
first presented on page 30. Recall that after removing duplicate solutions for both
rotations, bi-quartimin yielded five unique solutions and bi-geomin yielded 42 unique
solutions. The global minimums for each of the rotations were 𝐵𝑏𝑖−𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲) =
𝑄𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲2 ) = 0.000 and 𝐵𝑏𝑖−𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲) = 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲2 ) = 0.072. The next closest
local minima for each solution were 𝐵𝑏𝑖−𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲) = 𝑄𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲2 ) = 0.022 and
𝐵𝑏𝑖−𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲) = 𝑄𝑔𝑒𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝚲2 ) = 0.144. The global minimums matched the ideal
bifactor structure of the population models and had the lowest minimization function
values. However, the next closest local minima solutions had comparably low
minimization values but illustrated factor collapse rather than ideal bifactor structure.
This suggests that the JB rotations can produce solutions that have low row complexity
even though they are collapsed solutions. Therefore, in order to adequately use either of
the JB analytic rotations, multiple replications must be conducted, and given how similar
the minimization values are for the prior examples, selecting the solution with the lowest
Q() may be insufficient and can result in a less than ideal structure being chosen as the
final solution. To fully circumvent this, researchers should conduct multiple replications
of the JB rotations, remove duplicate solutions, and then inspect the structure of the factor
loadings in addition to the minimization value. This all serves to demonstrate that factor
collapse can be a pervasive problem in applied psychological and social science research.
Note that there are no strong recommendations for how many replications of the JB
rotations should be used. Mansolf and Reise (2016) used 1,000 in their examples, and
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Abad et al., (2017) used ten in their simulation. However, given the number of local
minima solutions that can be produced, ten may be insufficient.
Now that erroneous factor collapse has been detailed, the discussion will now
move to misspecification of bifactor models that appear as factor collapse. That is if the
true population model of bifactor is ICP or ICPB (i.e., contains pure indicators of the
general factor), do the currently available EFA bifactor rotations detect this when the
model is specified as IC or ICB (i.e., does not contain pure indicators of the general
factor)? Previously mentioned, two published examples have found collapsed factors
when applying a bifactor model to previously validated multidimensional constructs. The
first example was for the Quality of Life scale (Stewart & Ware, 1992) which consists of
four subscales of cognition, vitality, mental health, and disease worry. When analyzed as
a bifactor structure, the mental health factor collapsed onto the general factor (Chen et al.,
2006) suggesting that the mental health items were, in fact, pure indicators of the general
factor and not a group mental health factor. The second example was from Extraversion
as measured by the Revised NEO Personality Inventory (Costa & McCrae, 1992) which
consists of six subscales of warmth, gregariousness, assertiveness, activity, excitement
seeking, and positive emotions. When analyzed with a bifactor structure, the warmth
factor collapsed onto the general factor (Chen et al., 2012) leading to a similar conclusion
of pure indicators as was found with the Quality of Life example. The question of
whether pure indicators exist in established multidimensional constructs is a theoretical
and operationalization question in addition to a mathematical and psychometric one. It
will require much research to determine how pervasive of a problem factor collapse
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might be, but the simulation study and real data example of the current study aim to begin
this process.
Potential Implications of Factor Collapse
For both types of factor collapse, it is important to consider the consequences of
not adequately inspecting bifactor models for factor collapse. Mathematically, factor
collapse produces the following symptoms: first, the general factor loadings that
collapsed within a group factor are inflated, second, items that load onto the collapsed
factor(s) are decreased, nonsignificant, or even negative, third, the items that load onto
the collapsed factor(s) have small cross-loadings on all other group factors, and fourth,
there are biased loadings throughout the model (Mansolf & Reise, 2016). The
psychometric implications of these consequences are problematic, and the severity of
them would vary on a case by case basis. To illustrate a hypothetical example, consider
the following scenario: an organization seeks to improve their selection procedures and
decides to use a general and facet level measure of conscientiousness (e.g., NEO-PI-R;
Costa & McCrae, 1992). The NEO-PI-R’s measure of conscientiousness includes six
facets of competence, order, dutifulness, achievement striving, self-discipline, and
deliberation, and the organization seeks to use these constructs to predict various job
relevant criteria (e.g., future performance, training success, leadership potential, etc.).
If one or more of those facets were to collapse, it would mean the following for
the four outlined symptoms: first, the common variance of conscientiousness becomes
contaminated with the specific variance of whichever factor(s) collapsed. In absorbing
the collapsed factor(s) variance, the substantive interpretation of general
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conscientiousness becomes the common variance of the factor(s) that did not collapse and
the specific variance of the collapsed factor(s). In other words, the interpretation of the
general factor ceases to accomplish the primary advantage of bifactor models over other
factor analytic models. Second, the specific variance captured by the collapsed factor(s)
does not capture what the facet was intended to capture. This would mean that if the
competence factor collapsed, it would lack validity and utility. Third, for each item in the
collapsed factor(s), the items’ unique variance contributions are distributed among all the
non-collapsed factors which can contaminate the specific variance captured by the noncollapsed factors. For example, if the competence and order facets collapsed, the specific
variance of the other four facets would be contaminated with the variance of the
collapsed factors, and the non-collapsed factors would lack construct validity because
they would not have discriminant validity from the other conscientiousness facets,
general or specific. Fourth, introducing bias throughout the model would mean that the
predictions from any of the conscientiousness facets to the relevant outcome variables
(i.e., leadership potential) could be biased and potentially invalid. Overall, these
symptoms would reduce the utility of the conscientiousness measure, and if it were to be
used for selection, it’s use could have problematic implications. These implications
include costing the organization money, wasting their time, and even resulting in
inaccurate predictions that lead them to hiring the wrong people (Le, Oh, Shaffer, &
Schmidt, 2007). Hiring the wrong people could have further consequences in the
organization by having incompetent employees which could lead to increased turnover
(Abbasi & Hollman, 2000). If the measures are used for leadership potential and
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promotions, then incompetent employees could become incompetent managers which has
the potential to derail the team, department, or greater organization (McCartney &
Campbell, 2006). The consequences of hiring the wrong people would ultimately cost the
organization more money and waste more time.
Extending these consequences to academic research, the symptoms would
produce similar problems. A researcher wants to examine if the Machiavellian
Personality Scale (MPS; Dahling, Whitaker, & Levy, 2008) has bifactor structure (Gu,
Wen, & Fan, 2017). The MPS measures general Machiavellianism and four facets of
amorality, desire for control, desire for status, and distrust of others. Note that general
Machiavellianism in the MPS must come from the lower-order facets (e.g., composite
scales, a second-order factor, or a general factor in a bifactor model) as there are no
general Machiavellianism items in the scale. If one or more of the factors in the MPS
were to collapse it would mean the MPS would be prone to the same consequences
outlined in the prior example and could have problematic implications for academic
research. In short, the validity of each individual facet would be questionable because the
factors would become contaminated with variance from the other factors. Therefore, the
general factor would no longer represent common variance of the facets, and the facets
(i.e., specific factors) would no longer represent their facet’s unique variance
contribution. This loss of construct validity and introduction of bias into the loadings of
the MPS would hinder the MPS’s ability to converge with similar scales and discriminate
from dissimilar scales, reduce its utility in predicting relevant criteria, and lessen the
overall quality of the MPS’s nomological net (Ziegler, Booth, & Bensch, 2013). Further
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consequences could be seen in reducing the quality of the measurement of
Machiavellianism as a whole, Machiavellianism’s relationship to related constructs (e.g.,
narcissism and psychopathy) not being as well defined, and leading to misguided
directions and conclusions for dark personality research (Kane, 2012).
Now, both the industry and academic examples are contrived and a bit extreme,
but they serve to demonstrate the point that factor collapse is an important consideration
in using bifactor models. Used correctly, bifactor models have strong advantages over
other factor analytic models, and their use could benefit organizations. However, for
those benefits to be fully realized, applied psychologists, social scientists, and
psychometricians must implement bifactor models carefully, and that includes adequate
consideration of factor collapse. Given the increase in popularity of bifactor models,
researchers are likely to continue using them to analyze well established constructs. It
stands to reason then that more collapsed factors will be found in these established
constructs. This underscores the importance of understanding how the various EFA
bifactor rotations handle pure indicators misspecified as group factors which this study
will refer to as true factor collapse. Previously discussed studies have suggested that the
SL method and the SLt perform poorly in the presence of pure indicators (Abad et al.,
2017), and given the JB analytic rotation’s difficulties with local minima it may be
difficult for them to differentiate true factor collapse from erroneous factor collapse.
Therefore, it may be the case that the SLi is best suited to identify true factor collapse
when it occurs, and the following simulation design aims to test this prediction.
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Chapter IV
Method
Overview
The Monte Carlo simulation was designed to test whether the five currently
available exploratory bifactor rotations can accurately recover population loading
structures that contain collapsed factors. The simulation included eight manipulated
variables. The simulation examined the four bifactor structures (i.e., IC, ICB, ICP, ICPB)
discussed previously. In addition to manipulated variables for the presence or absence of
cross-loadings (Cross.SF) and pure indicators (Pure.GF), there were conditions that
manipulate sample size (N), the number of variables per specific factor (Var.SF), the
number of specific factors (Num.SF), the size of specific factor loadings (Load.SF), and
the size of general factor loadings (Load.GF). The preceding conditions were adapted
from Abad et al. (2017) whose study used a simulation to examine the performance of the
five exploratory bifactor rotations described in this study. New to this study was the
inclusion of a variable to control the number of collapsed factors within the population
structures (Num.CF).
Manipulated Variables
As noted above, the present simulation manipulated eight independent variables.
The levels of the manipulated variables were designed to represent varying structures that
would be typically encountered when using bifactor models. The levels of each
manipulated variable and justifications for selecting these levels are provided below.
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Sample size. Concerning N, determining adequate sample size for factor analytic
models (e.g., EFA, CFA, and SEM) is exceedingly difficult. Classic rules of thumb
suggest maintaining anywhere between a 3:1 to 20:1 ratio of sample size to variables in
the model (de Winter, Dodou, & Wieringa, 2009), but recent research has suggested that
maintaining that ratio is insufficient (Bonett, 2002; MacCallum, Widaman, Zhang, &
Hong, 1999; Muthén & Muthén, 2002; Wolf, Harrington, Clark, & Miller, 2013). In
truth, required sample size in factor analysis depends on not just sample size to number of
variables ratio but several properties including but not limited to size of the indicator
loadings, ratio of number of variables to number of factors, and type of estimator used
(e.g., maximum likelihood; de Winter et al., 2009; Schmitt, 2011). With those properties
in mind, determining adequate sample size for EFAs or ESEMs can introduce more
complexity than in CFAs or SEM because there fewer fixed loadings (or no fixed
loadings) in the prior methods resulting in a marked increase in number of parameters to
be estimated. Thus, the current best recommendation is for researchers to investigate
adequate power requirements for their studies (Schmitt, 2011) and that Monte Carlo
methods described by Muthén and Muthén (2002) are more flexible than other available
methods. The author supports this recommendation, but still, in a Monte Carlo study,
levels for sample size must be chosen. Therefore, the studies sample size levels are based
on those used in prior applications of exploratory bifactor models (Abad et al., 2017;
Reise, 2012; Reise et al., 2011; Reise et al., 2012, 2010). N = 200 is thought to represent
minimum acceptability except in special circumstances (see de Winter et al., 2009). N =
500 is preferred and is reasonably attainable using modern sampling methods, and N =
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2000 is an upper limit that is likely to minimize the effects of sample size on study results
but would be difficult to obtain for most researchers without years of continued sampling
efforts.
Number of variables per specific factor. Concerning the other conditions,
Var.SF ranges from four to six variables per factor. The minimum for factor
identification is three (Brown, 2006) or two in oblique EFA applications (Abad et al.,
2017), but four is thought to represent a more thorough breadth of factor content
sampling. Six represents an upper limit and including more than six indicators increases
the likelihood of redundant indicators.
Number of specific factors. For Num.SF and similar to Var.SF, four specific
factors represent a thorough breadth of facet structures and is beyond the bare minimum.
An example of four specific factors is in the Quality of Life subscale discussed in the
previous chapter. An upper limit of six represents a more thorough breadth of facet
structures, and again, exceeding six is likely to introduce redundancy into the facet
structures. An example of six specific factors is seen in the Extraversion example
discussed in previous chapters.
Cross loadings. Cross.SF controls whether or not cross-loadings are present in
the structures. Exploratory bifactor rotations have only been minimally tested with crossloadings; therefore, a simple respresentation of them (i.e., one cross-loading per specific
factor) is sufficient. Additionally, this study’s main focus is not on cross-loadings;
therefore, more complex respresentations (i.e., multiple cross-loadings per specific factor
and cross-loadings of varying sizes) are beyond the scope of this study.
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Pure indicators. Pure.GF controls whether or not pure indicators are present in
the structures. Similar to cross loadings, pure indicators have only been minimally tested
and are not the main focus of this study; therefore, a simple representation of them (i.e.,
one pure indicator per specific factor) is sufficient. However, future studies should
explore the implications of multiple pure indicators per specific factor and other more
complex representations.
Size of specific factor loadings. Regarding the size of loadings for the specific
factors, the first interval, .30 to .50, represents minimally reliable indicators that still
contribute to the content and utility of the factor. The second interval, .40 to .60,
represent indicators of average reliablity that contribute a modest amount of content and
utility to the factor. The third and last interval, .50 to .70, represent indicators with strong
reliability that have a strong contribution to the content and utility of the factor. These
levels represent a wide range of reliabilities for item loadings and have been used in
previous research (Abad et al., 2017). Previous research indicates that recovery of
population loading matrices is strong for the last interval; therefore including an interval
greater than .50 to .70 (e.g., .60 to .80) is thought to be unnecessary. Furthermore, when a
bifactor model is fitted, each item loads onto at least two latent variables, the general
factor and its specific factor. If an item’s loading on the specific factor were extremely
high (e.g., greater than .80) its loading on the general factor would have to be
correspondingly small because an item cannot contain extremely high amounts of both
common and specific variance. Therefore, the levels of this variable have been chosen
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such that the common variance and specific variance are reasonably distributed between
each item’s sources of variance.
Size of general factor loadings. The levels for the loadings of the general factor
are from .30 to .50, .40 to .60, and .50 to .70. The rationale for these levels is the same for
that of the specific factor loadings because these levels represent a wide range of
reliabilities that are representive of bifactor models. Recall the explanation of the
distribution of variance for each item to the general factor and its specific factor. The
reverse is necessarily true; if an item’s loading were extremely high on the general factor
(e.g., .80) its loading would have to be correspondingly small on its specific factor.
Furthermore, if an item loads strongly on the general factor but poorly on its specific
factor, it is possible that the item is a pure indicator. Restricting the loadings to be no
greater than .70 reduces the possibility than an item’s loadings would resemble that of a
pure indicator thus introducing pure indicators from two manipulated variables (i.e.,
Load.SF or Load.GF and Pure.GF). This could confound the effects of pure indicators
and is not what is intended by the simulation’s design.
Number of collapsed factors. Concerning Num.CF, the number of collapsed
factors in the structure, the justifications for its levels are three fold. First, the study’s
main premise of whether the available exploratory bifactor rotations can detect model
misspecification with regard to factors that are entirely composed of pure indicators
requires comparison models where said factors are not present. Zero collapsed factors is
essentially a control group. Second, the other levels are limited to one and two because
these are representative of the available examples and research on factor collapse. Most
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examples of factor collapse with real and simulated data are limited to one collapsed
factor (Chen et al., 2006, 2012; Mansolf & Reise, 2016) and at the time of this writing,
two collapsed factors have only been examined in one simulated example (Mansolf &
Reise, 2016) meaning either they are relatively rare and therefore the investigation of
more than two collapsed factors would be impractical or bifactor models have not been
applied to enough multidimensional models to allow for adequate representation of more
than two collapsed factors. Therefore, for this study, a maximum of two is considered
practical and representative, but the author acknowledges that occurrence of more than
two collapsed factors in multidimensional structures is possible and deserves
investigation in future studies. Third, in any condition that has Num.CF equaling one or
two, the loadings of the collapsed factor(s) with be controlled such that they must all be
nonsignificant. As such, for the collapsed factors, their loadings are controlled by
Num.CF not Load.SF which typically controls the magnitude of specific factor loadings.
However, because the maximum of Num.CF is two, whether or not Load.SF is an active
condition is not limited to Num.CF equaling zero. This allows the simulation design to
remain fully crossed as intended and allows for the effects of Num.CF and Load.SF on
the performance of exploratory bifactor rotations to be examined simultaneously.
However, the effect of fully collapsed structures (i.e., collapse of all specific factors) may
be an interesting scenario for future research.
To be clear, Pure.GF and Num.CF represent separate characteristics for the
population structure. If Pure.GF equals yes, then pure indicators are evenly dispersed
throughout the specific factors, and the structure will resemble example loading matrix C
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as shown in Equation 10. That is, each specific factor will contain one item that has a
near zero loading. If Num.CF equals zero then the only near zero loadings in the structure
will be because of Pure.GF equaling yes (e.g., C from Equation 12). If Pure.GF and
Num.CF equal no and zero, respectively, then there will be no near zero loadings in the
population structure. If Num.CF equals one or two then all loadings of the collapsed
factor(s) will be nonsignificant. All combinations of Pure.GF and Num.CF are possible.
To demonstrate this, consider example loading matrices E and F.
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∗
∗
∗
∗
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∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
∗
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𝑛𝑠
𝑛𝑠
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0
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0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
∗
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
∗
∗
∗
∗)

In E, the first specific factor is collapsed. This is signified by the ns (i.e., nonsignificant
loading) shown in the first four elements of column two. ns is different from an essential
zero (i.e., the zeros in E) because the possible values are −.20 ≤ 𝜆𝑖𝑗 ≤ .20. Loadings
within a collapsed factor can vary widely, but the key is that they are nonsignificant. This
is different from a designed pure indicator which is intended to be near zero. However, an
ns loading can resemble an essential zero because the ns loading can be near zero, but the
simulation conditions that produce the essential zero loading are different. A combination
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of Num.CF equaling one and Pure.GF equaling yes is shown in example loading matrix
F.
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In F, the first factor is collapsed just as it is in E, but pure indicators are also present for
items five, nine, and thirteen.
Dependent Variables
The simulation includes three dependent variables. First, Tucker’s congruence
coefficient (CC; Lorenzo Seva & ten Berge, 2006; Tucker, 1951) was used to measure
the degree of factor similarity between the rotated sample loading matrix and their
corresponding population loading matrix for each combination of manipulated variable
levels. Second, to measure the extent of general factor saturation in a model that follows
bifactor structure, ωH was used (Reise, 2012; Reise et al., 2010). Stated differently, ωH
assesses the reliability of the general factor after controlling for all other sources of
variance. Third, the reliability of individual subscales (i.e., specific factors) after
controlling for all other sources of variance was assessed using ωS (Reise, 2012; Reise et
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al., 2010). Further details on the dependent variables are covered in the Evaluation of
Results section.
Simulation Procedure
In conducting the simulation, a few changes were made for the plan of the
simulation. First, the number of samples drawn from the population was reduced from
1,000 to 100. Second, the level of two collapsed factors from Num.CF was removed.
These modifications served to reduce computational load. Greater detail on
computational load will be discussed in the Limitations section. Additionally, sampling at
100 produced small standard errors for the dependent variables; therefore, it was decided
that 100 samples per conditions was sufficient for the purposes of the simulation.
The present simulation study involved a full-factorial design crossing all levels of
the manipulated variables. The design was a 3 (N) × 3 (Var.SF) × 3 (Num.SF) × 3
(Num.CF) × 2 (Cross.SF) × 3 (Load.SF) × 3 (Load.GF) × 2 (Pure.GF) design equaling
2,916 unique combinations of parameter values. A summary of each manipulated
variable and its levels is provided in Table 1. For each manipulated variable value
combination, 100 samples will be drawn from the population loading matrices. Examples
of four population loading matrices based on the four bifactor structures discussed in
previous chapters are shown in Table 2.
The data generation used in the simulation was adapted from R code by Abad et
al. (2017). The adaptation included adding the Num.CF condition, but the basic
generation process remained the same. All study code including the generation of
population matrices, generation of sample matrices, rotation of sample matrices, and
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calculation of dependent variables can be found in Appendix A. Sample data matrices for
each simulated condition were produced according to the common factor method. First,
the reproduced population correlation matrix with communalities in the diagonal was
computed as
𝐑 𝑅 = 𝚲𝑷 𝚽𝑷 𝚲𝑇𝑷
Where RR is the reproduced population correlation matrix, 𝚲𝑷 is the population factor
loading matrix, and 𝚽𝒑 is the population factor correlation matrix.
The population correlation matrix Rp was obtained by inserting unities in the
diagonal of RR which ensures the matrix is of full rank. Second, a Cholesky
decomposition was performed on Rp as follows:
𝐑 𝑷 = 𝐔𝑇 𝐔
where U is an upper triangular matrix. Third and lastly, the sample matrix of continuous
variables X was computed as
𝐗 = 𝐙𝐔
where Z is a matrix of random standard normal deviates with rows equal to the sample
size and columns equal to the number of variables. The example population loading
matrices in Table 2 were generated according to this procedure.
With the population loading matrices, 100 sample datasets were generated
according to each population loading matrix. Then, each of the 100 sample datasets were
rotated using the five exploratory bifactor rotations. Once rotated, the three dependent
variables were calculated for each rotated solution. This created a distribution for each
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dependent variable that was used to evaluate the general performance of the rotations and
in particular, the accurate recovery of population matrices that contain collapsed factors.
Key Accuracy Checks
Manipulation checks or accurate production of simulated data characteristics as
determined by the conditions and their levels were ensured by assessing communalities
and a comparison between the generated population loadings for each condition and their
structure template. Specifically, the first step was to construct the population loading
matrix, ΛP, that is based on IC structure. The communalities of ΛP were calculated and
saved during this step. Second, if applicable, cross-loadings and/or pure indicators were
added to ΛP. During this process, the loadings were adjusted such that the communalities
will remain constant. This was necessary to ensure that the introduction of cross-loadings
and/or pure indicators does not confound other levels in the conditions. For example,
adding a cross-loading to every specific factor in a condition would adjust the distribution
the indicator loadings on their respective specific factor. If not controlled, this could
confound the Load.SF condition such the levels are not appropriately manipulated with
the conditions. Adjusting the communalities so that they remain constant ensures that
levels are manipulated within the condition as intended. The communalities were then
saved after adding cross-loadings and/or pure indicators, so that they could be compared
to the communalities that were saved after the original generation of ΛP.
Another manipulation check also occurred in that each generated data condition is
compared to its structure template that was designed based on the conditions on their
levels. In this way, accurate recovery of condition characteristics was assessed by a two-
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part process. In addition to the adjustments to the loadings that resulted from the
introduction of cross-loadings and/or pure indicators, adaptation was written into the
original code for the Num.CF condition. The adaptations included adding the levels of
Num.CF and adjusting the number of design matrices and population loading matrices.
This resulted in the total number of conditions changing from 972 (i.e., the total number
of conditions in Abad et al., 2017) to 1,944. Additionally, communalities were calculated
after implementing collapsed factors into the relevant conditions and then compared
against the communalities from the original IC version of ΛP. Finally, the structure of the
population loading matrices that included factor collapse was compared against their
design matrices just as was described with cross-loadings and/or pure indicators.
Real Data Example and Proposed Analyses
To extend the potential insights from the simulation to actual data, all five
exploratory bifactor rotations were applied to a real dataset. This data was provided by a
colleague, and research that included it has been presented at an academic conference
(Biderman, Worthy, & Nguyen, 2012; Biderman, Worthy, Nguyen, Mullins, Luna, &
Mullins, 2012). Previous analysis of this data using bifactor ESEM has displayed factor
collapse; therefore, it is an ideal example for this study. The sample is composed of 328
participants from a southeastern university in the United States. Respondents were 70.0%
female, 68.0% White, 24.1% Black, and the remaining 7.9% indicated Hispanic, Asian,
or of mixed race. The mean age was 20.3 with a standard deviation of 5.3. 50 items were
chosen from the 100-item IPIP Big Five questionnaire which is based on the Big-Five
Factor Markers (Goldberg, 1992).
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All simulated datasets and the real data were analyzed with the five exploratory
bifactor rotations using the following procedures. The SL, SLt, and SLi will be
implemented using R code found in the supplementary materials of Abad et al. (2017).
The bi-quartimin rotation is available in the base GPArotation R package (Bernaards &
Jennrich, 2005) as the bifactorT function. Bi-geomin is not available in the base
GPArotation package, but the package includes functions which support the custom
implementation of any rotation criteria and its associated gradient. R code for the bigeomin rotation was written and shared by Abad et al. (2017).
Once the sample structures were rotated it will be necessary to align them with the
population structure from which they were generated. EFA rotations are known to rotate
structures irrespective of indicator ordering and loading direction. That is, the order of the
indicators can be shuffled into any order and loadings can change from positive to
negative and vice-versa. This is what necessitated aligning the rotation with its
population structure. To accomplish this, all possible permutations of the rotated loadings
were calculated and subtracted from the population structure. The permutation with the
smallest amount of deviation from the population structure was saved and used for
evaluation of results. Code that accomplished the preceding is a custom function that was
shared by Abad et al. (2017).
Evaluation of results. Following the procedures of Abad et al. (2017), the
rotations of the simulated data were evaluated using CC. CC evaluates the accuracy of
the rotation methods in the recovery of the population structure. It is defined as
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CC𝑖𝑗 =

̂
∑𝑀
𝑖=1 𝜆𝑖𝑗 𝜆𝑖𝑗
̂2 𝑀 2
√ ∑𝑀
𝑖=1 𝜆𝑖𝑗 ∑𝑖=1 𝜆𝑖𝑗

where 𝜆̂𝑖𝑗 is the estimated loading, 𝜆𝑖𝑗 is the population loading.
CC evaluates how accurately a given rotation method recovers the population
structure of a rotated loading matrix. Because the central question of this study is whether
the available rotation methods can accurately detect misspecification of models whose
population structures have a collapsed factor, evaluation of accurate population structure
recovery is necessary. Therefore, CC is a useful index for assessing the goals of this
study. CC is a similarity index between population and model factors that has bounds of 1 and 1. A CC in the range of .85 to .94 indicates a fair similarity between factors, and
range of .95 to 1 indicate a good level of similarity. A good level of similarity indicates
that the factors can be considered equal. Values below .85 are considered to be too
dissimilar to yield similar interpretations of the factors (Lorenzo-Seva & ten Berge,
2006). However, these ranges are intended as guidelines and should not be interpreted as
hard cut-offs. Therefore, values near the thresholds should be interpreted carefully.
The core purpose of Abad et al.’s (2017) was to examine the general performance
of the five rotation methods. Given that CC is a measure of factor similarity between
population and model factor structures, CC was ideal for their study and is useful for the
current study. However, the current study extends their findings to the case of factor
collapse; therefore, additional evaluation criteria are necessary. Specifically, evaluation
criteria that can detect if model misspecification in the form of incorrectly modeling pure
indicators of the general factor as a specific factor is present in the rotated solutions. CC
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is useful for detecting if population and model structures are similar enough to yield
similar interpretations. Said another way, it can detect if there is dissimilarity the
structures, but it does not provide information as to the type of dissimilarity. To identify
the type of dissimilarity, this study will utilize the omega family of reliability estimates
(McDonald, 1999; Reise, 2012).
Three omega estimates: omega (ω), ωH, and ωS, are described here, and the last
two were used in the present simulation. All ω estimates are model-based reliability
estimates. ω is analogous to α and is affected by all sources of variance (Lucke, 2005). A
general equation for estimating ω is
2

𝜔=

2

2

(∑ 𝜆𝑔𝑖,1 ) + (∑ 𝜆𝑠𝑖,2 ) + (∑ 𝜆𝑠𝑖,3 ) + ⋯ + (∑ 𝜆𝑠𝑖,𝑗 )
2

2

2

2

2

(∑ 𝜆𝑔𝑖,1 ) + (∑ 𝜆𝑠𝑖,1 ) + (∑ 𝜆𝑠𝑖,2 ) + ⋯ + (∑ 𝜆𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ) + ∑ 𝜀𝑖2

.

ω is the ratio of variance attributed to the general and group factors to all variance in the
model (i.e., general and group plus error). Given that ω is interpreted similarly to α, it is
not of primary interest to the current study but required mentioning because ωH and ωS
are based on ω.
Both ωH and ωS require that item response data be consistent with bifactor
structure and that all loadings for the general and specific factors are positive (Reise,
Bonifay, & Haviland, 2013). The first requirement is satisfied as only bifactor models
will be used in this study, and the second requirement will be satisfied as part of the
aligning process described above. ωH indexes the extent to which composite scale scores
are interpretable as a single general factor (Zinbarg, Revelle, Yovel, & Li, 2005). ωH is an
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appropriate index of reliability when item response data is consistent with bifactor
structure. A general equation for estimating ωH is
𝜔𝐻 =

(∑ 𝜆𝑔𝑖,1 )
2

2

2
2

2

(∑ 𝜆𝑔𝑖,1 ) + (∑ 𝜆𝑠𝑖,1 ) + (∑ 𝜆𝑠𝑖,2 ) + ⋯ + (∑ 𝜆𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ) + ∑ 𝜀𝑖2

.

ωH is the ratio of variance attributed to the general factor to all variance in the model. If
ωH is sufficiently large then reporting a composite score is appropriate because for ωH to
be high, explained variance in the model must be primarily attributable to the general
factor.
ωS indexes the viability of subscales (i.e., specific or group factors) within a
bifactor model. ωS can be calculated for each specific factor in the model. A general
equation for estimating ωS is
𝜔𝑠𝑛 =

(∑𝑗=𝑛+1 𝜆𝑠𝑖,𝑗 )
2

2
2

(∑ 𝜆𝑔𝑖,1 ) + (∑𝑗=𝑛+1 𝜆𝑠𝑖,𝑗 ) + ∑ 𝜀2𝑖

.

Subscript n in 𝜔𝑠𝑛 denotes for which specific factor the estimate is, the 𝑗 = 𝑛 + 1 script
on the summation operator indicates that this index is only calculated for subscales. For
example, if 𝜔𝑠1 were to be calculated this would be the subscale reliability for specific
factor one. When the equation is used to add the loadings of model matrix the n + 1 is
necessary to indicate that the loadings from the general factor are not used in the
numerator. If n = 1, then 𝑛 + 1 = 1 + 1 = 2; therefore, the loadings of the column two
(i.e., the first specific factor) are to be added. The loadings from the general factor are
only used in the denominator where subscript g is explicitly used. Note that the use of an
uppercase S as a subscript for ω refers to all omega subscale estimates. If ωsn are
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sufficiently high, then subscale scores can be reported and used for testing relationships
with other variables.
Although it would be desirable to quantify what a sufficiently high reliability
estimate is, claiming that a reliability coefficient above .70 is sufficiently high, as is often
done with α, does not fully consider the characteristics of a given model that affect its
reliability estimate(s). Subjective and tentative guidelines for acceptable omega family
estimates have been given as .50 being a minimum and values close to .75 being
preferred (Reise et al., 2013). However, rather than using general thresholds as
guidelines, a stronger approach would be to estimate confidence intervals along with the
point estimates for ωH and ωS. The construction of confidence intervals for reliability
estimation is readily becoming the prevailing recommendation for estimating population
reliabilities (Kelley & Pornprasertmanit, 2016).
A variety of methods are available (e.g., Raykov, 2002; Raykov & Shrout, 2002)
for the estimation of reliability estimates including but not limited to α, ω, and ωH, and
interested readers should consult Kelley and Pornprasertmanit (2016) for a thorough
review of methods. Based on simulation results, Kelley and Pornprasertmanit (2016)
suggest that bootstrap methods for constructing the reliability confidence intervals are
superior to other methods in most scenarios. Although using their methods for the
estimation of reliability confidence intervals would be desirable, there are two problems
with using their methods in this simulation study. First, preexisting functions for
estimating reliability confidence intervals depend on procedures that are not readily
integrated into this simulation (e.g., estimation of composite reliabilities of factors via
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SEM and methods that do not assume an underlying bifactor structure), and second
preexisting functions for estimating reliability confidence intervals for ωS do not appear
to be available at the time of this study’s development.
However, being a simulation study, there is a viable alternative for the estimation.
As outlined in the simulation procedure section, each combination of the manipulated
variables had 100 samples drawn from their corresponding population loading matrix.
This created a distribution for ωH and ωS for each condition from which standard errors
and their associated confidence intervals could be calculated.
In summary, the simulation described herein seeks to uncover whether the five
available exploratory bifactor rotations can detect factor collapse in the form of
misspecificed pure indicators of the general factor. As noted previously, it is the author’s
contention that similar examples of factor collapse as seen in the Quality of Life scale
(Chen et al., 2006) and Extraversion scale (Chen et al., 2012) will continue to be found as
bifactor models are applied to more established multidimensional scales. The strengths of
bifactor modeling, foremost of which is its efficient parceling of common and subscale
specific variance, suggest that it could be a useful tool in academic and industry
applications, but for those strengths to be fully realized, a better understanding of the
method’s limitations is necessary.
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Chapter V
Results
Simulation Results
To understand how the rotations affect 𝜔𝐻 and 𝜔𝑆 , ANOVAs were conducted for
each rotation for each omega estimate resulting in ten ANOVAs. 𝜔𝐻 was the dependent
variable for the first five while an aggregated 𝜔𝑆 was the dependent variable for the last
five. 𝜔𝑆 as a dependent variable was saved for each non-collapsed and collapsed factor
pair. That is, factors that collapsed and their non-collapsed counterparts were identified
from the population matrices, and these 𝜔𝑆 values were saved as the dependent variable
for analysis.
Independent variables for the ANOVAs were the manipulated variables. Means
and standard deviations for condition level by rotation are presented for 𝜔𝐻 (Table 3), 𝜔𝑆
(Table 4), and CC (Table 5). Marginal means and standard deviations for notable
interactions are presented in Table 6. To facilitate the examination of the effects of the
manipulated independent variables, 𝜂2 was calculated for each effect. Note that the
ANOVAs included up to three-way interactions because interactions greater than threeway resulted in very small effect sizes. Due to the large sample size (i.e., number of
conditions = 1,944), most effects were statistically significant. All main effects for each
ANOVA are listed in Table 7 and any interaction effects with effect sizes > .01 are also
presented in the same table.
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Main Effects
N. Mean 𝜔𝐻 values increase as N increases, and the standard deviation decreases
as N increases. This pattern is followed for all rotations though the JB analytic rotations
have less variability in standard deviation when compared to the SL family rotations. 𝜂2
values for 𝜔𝐻 are small (e.g., < .10). Concerning 𝜔𝑆 , mean 𝜔𝑆 values decrease as N
increases, and standard deviations decrease as N increases. Again, higher stability is seen
in the JB rotations compared to the SL family rotations. For most rotations 𝜂2 are less
than .10, but an exception is seen for SLt which has a modest effect size of .142. CC
means for each rotation increased as N increased and standard deviations decreased as N
increased. Each rotation displayed similar mean CC values with the exception of biquartimin which values were notably lower.
Var.SF. For 𝜔𝐻 , values increased as the number of variables per specific factor
increased, and standard deviations decreased as the number of variables per specific
factor increased. 𝜂2 for 𝜔𝐻 are small (i.e., < .01 for all rotations but the SLt). For 𝜔𝑆 ,
mean values were largely stable, but some decreases as the number of variables per
specific factor increased were seen for the SLt and the SLi. Standard deviations were
stable across levels of the factor. Correspondingly, small 𝜂2 values (i.e., < .01) were seen
for all rotations. CC values increased as the number of variables per specific factor
increased. Higher congruency was seen for the SL family rotations than for the JB
rotations, and standard deviations decreased as the number of variables per specific factor
increased.
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Num.SF. For 𝜔𝐻 , mean values increased as the number of specific factors
increased, and standard deviations decreased as the number of specific factors increased.
Standard deviations for the JB rotations were stable across levels of the factor, and the SL
family rotations displayed greater variability. 𝜂2 values for Num.SF were small (i.e., <
.10 for all rotations). For 𝜔𝑆 , mean values decreased as the number of specific factors
increased, but standard deviations decreased as the number of specific factors increased.
𝜂2 values were again small for 𝜔𝑆 . CC displayed a similar pattern to that of Var.SF with
higher congruency seen for the SL family rotations than the JB rotations.
Num.CF. For 𝜔𝐻 , mean values were greater when factor collapse was present.
This is also shown in Figure 6. Standard deviations were smaller when factor collapse
was present. For 𝜔𝑆 , mean values were smaller under conditions of factor collapse; this is
shown in Figure 7. Standard deviations were also smaller under conditions of factor
collapse. CC values for all rotations were notably lower under conditions of factor
collapse. Patterns of standard deviations for CC values varied across rotations. Num.CF
had strong effects on the size of 𝜔𝑆 values and moderate effects on the size of 𝜔𝐻 . This
result is expected because the collapse of a factor would greatly decrease the value of
specific factor loadings on which the magnitude of 𝜔𝑆 depends. To further understand the
effect of collapsing factors on omega values, see Figures 6 and 7. Figure 6 shows mean
𝜔𝐻 on the y-axis with whether a factor is collapsed (i.e., Num.CF equals 0 or 1) on the xaxis. Figure 6 clearly shows that mean values for 𝜔𝐻 are greater under the presence of
collapsed factors. This is in accordance with expectation because when factor collapse
occurs the general factor absorbs the variance from the collapsed factor. Figure 7 shows
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that 𝜔𝑆 means for the rotations on the y-axis with factor collapse on the x-axis. The 𝜔𝑆
means are greater when there is no factor collapse. This result is expected because if a
factor collapses, it will cease to be reliable and have a low 𝜔𝑆 value. Accordingly, the
strength of the effect for 𝜔𝑆 means is shown in the steeper slope of the lines in Figure 7
than in Figure 6. Additionally, the trends described above are seen for all rotations with
minimal interaction observed between the rotations.
Cross.SF. 𝜔𝐻 values were greater when no cross-loadings were present, and
greater variability was observed when cross-loadings were present. 𝜂2 values were small
across all rotations. For 𝜔𝑆 , higher mean values were observed when cross-loadings were
present, but there was also greater variability when cross-loadings were present. Again,
𝜂2 values were small across all rotations. CC values decreased when cross-loadings were
present in the models and showed greater variability. Notably, the SLi had the highest CC
when cross-loadings were present compared to the other rotations.
Load.SF. 𝜔𝐻 values decreased as the size of specific factor loadings increased,
but variability increased as well. 𝜂2 values for all rotations were small. For 𝜔𝑆 , values
increased as the size of specific factor loadings increased, but variability increased as
well. 𝜂2 values for all rotations were small. CC values increased as the size of specific
factor loadings increase, and variability decreased under the same conditions.
Load.GF. Mean 𝜔𝐻 increased as the size of general factor loadings increased,
and variability decreased under the same conditions. 𝜂2 values for Load.GF were much
greater than those observed for other manipulated variables. For 𝜔𝑆 , mean values
decreased as the size of general factor loadings increased, and variability decreased under
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the same conditions. 𝜂2 values for Load.GF were modest and ranged from .156 to .256.
Interestingly, Load.GF had greater effects on 𝜔𝑆 than Load.SF did. It seems that general
factor loadings are the driving force behind 𝜔𝑆 values. Mean CC values increased as the
size of general factor loadings increased, and variability decreased under the same
conditions.
Pure.GF. For 𝜔𝐻 , mean values increased as pure indicators were added to the
models. Standard deviations were also smaller with pure indicators in the models than
without. 𝜂2 values were modest ranging from .057 to .143. Mean 𝜔𝑆 , decreased as pure
indicators were added to the model, and variability decreased under the same conditions.
𝜂2 values were small for 𝜔𝑆 . Mean CC values decreased as pure indicators were added to
the model. Standard deviations increased with pure indicators in the model except for the
SL rotation.
Interaction Effects
There are three notable two-interactions. All three are between Num.CF and
Pure.GF for 𝜔𝑆 . Interaction plots are shown in Figures 4 to 6 and marginal means and
standard deviations are shown in Table 6. All three interactions display a similar pattern
of effects. In general, mean 𝜔𝑆 decreases as the structure deviates from IC (i.e., factor
collapse and/or pure indicators were added to the model). Standard deviations also
decreased as the models deviated from IC.
Num.CF × Pure.GF for SLt. Num.CF by Pure.GF for the SLt 𝜔𝑆 had an effect
size of .072. The plot for this interaction is shown in Figure 8. The figure shows that 𝜔𝑆
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values are greatest under conditions of no pure indicators and no collapsed factor. 𝜔𝑆
values are then smallest when there are no pure indicators and a collapsed factor.
Num.CF × Pure.GF for SLi. Num.CF by Pure.GF for the SLi 𝜔𝑆 had an effect
size of .059. The plot for this interaction is shown in Figure 9. This interaction displays a
similar pattern of 𝜔𝑆 values as was seen in Figure 8 for the SLt.
Num.CF × Pure.GF for Bi-Quartimin. The interaction between Num.CF and
Pure.GF for bi-quartimin had an effect size of .059. The plot for this interaction is shown
in Figure 10. Figure 10 also displays a similar pattern for 𝜔𝑆 values as was seen in
Figures 8 and 9.
Congruency of Factor Structures
Mean CC values by rotation and factor structure are presented in Table 8. The
eight structures identified contain all combinations of deviations from IC structure. The
combinations of cross-loadings, pure indicator, and factor collapse describe said
deviations. In general, stronger congruency was observed when factor collapse was not
present. The SL rotation had the strongest congruency under IC structure as is
theoretically expected. The SLi performed better as cross-loadings and/or pure indicators
were added to the model. All rotations had poor CC values when factor collapse was
introduced to the model. It seems that the rotations will try to identify factors even under
cases of true factor collapse.
Real Data Results
Previous analysis of the real data example dataset using ESEM initially displayed
factor collapse. The authors used target ESEM rotation to correct the factor collapse.
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Exploratory bifactor rotations outside of the SEM context had not previously been
applied to the dataset. For these reasons, the reanalysis of the data could provide useful
insight into the issue of factor collapse. Although, factor collapse was observed in the
original analysis, it is likely that it was of the erroneous type because the Big Five factor
structure has been validated in a variety of samples. Therefore, it is unlikely that any of
the specific factors are actually composed of pure indicators.
The data is composed of 328 participants who responded to a 50-item version of
the IPIP Big Five questionnaire (Goldberg, 1992). Each specific factor is composed of
ten items, and the general factor is fitted to all 50 items in the model. Each of the five
exploratory rotations was applied to the real data example. All analyses were conducted
in R. The rotations were applied in the same manner as they were for the simulated data.
To summarize, the SL, SLt, and SLi rotations were conducted using code written by
Abad et al. (2017). The bi-quartimin rotation is available in the GPArotation R package
(Bernaards & Jennrich, 2005) as the bifactorT function. The bi-geomin rotation does not
have a prebuilt function in the GPArotation packaged, but the package has functions to
facilitate the custom implementation of rotations. The rotation functions have been
combined into two separate global functions for each family of rotations (i.e., SchmidLeiman or Jennrich-Bentler). These functions are SLf and JBr; detailed use of these
functions is described in the next paragraph. All code for the rotations can be found in
Appendix A. Code specific to the real data analysis can be found in Appendix B.
The five rotations all require a dataset as the first argument. The data in this case
is 328 participants (i.e., rows) by 50 items (i.e., columns). The second required argument
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is specification of the number of factors. For the SL rotations, this number is the number
of specific factors (i.e., five in this example). For the JB rotations, this number is the total
number of factors in the model (i.e., six in this example). The last required argument is
specification of the rotation method. The SL rotations and the JB rotations are housed
inside a single function for each type (i.e., one for SL family rotations and one for the JB
rotations). In order to determine which rotation is to be performed, the method argument
has to be specified. For the SL family rotations, the options are “SLo”, “SLt”, and “SLi”
for the standard Schmid-Leiman, the SL with target rotation, and the SL with iterative
target rotation, respectively. For the JB rotations, the options are “bifactorT” for biquartimin and “bigeominT” for bi-geomin. The “T” at the end specifies that the rotations
are orthogonal. Oblique versions of the rotations are not implemented in this study’s
code.
Once the rotations have been performed, the result is an unsorted factor loading
matrix for each rotation. The matrices must then be sorted so that different rotations are
comparable. The matrices were sorted by manually identifying the original order of the
factors and then sorting them according to the following order: general factor,
extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, and openness. Once
sorted, the dependent variables, 𝜔𝐻 and 𝜔𝑆 , were calculated using a modification of the
function written to calculate the dependent variables from the simulation. The
modifications were made to make it appropriate for a single calculation rather than the
repeated calculations that were necessary for the simulation. Additionally, CC could not
be calculated because true population loadings were unknown for the real data.
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Examination of the loading structures revealed that no factor collapse was
observed for any rotation. All factors were well-identified although the general factor did
not have strong loadings. Given the strong validity of the Big Five factor structure, this is
an expected result. 𝜔𝐻 and 𝜔𝑆 are presented in Table 9. Extraversion and emotional
stability are the most reliable factors with 𝜔𝑆 values greater than .300 for the SL family
rotations. Bi-quartimin appeared to identify the weakest specific factors while having
stronger general factor loadings. The JB rotations identified a stronger general factor than
the SL rotations did as indexed by the omega reliabilities. Exploratory bootstrapping was
conducted in calculating the omega estimates, and a high degree of stability was
observed. Therefore, a single rotation for each of the five rotations was deemed
sufficient.
From here, the real data could be used in different ways depending on the purpose
of the analysis. Here, the purpose was to conduct exploratory bifactor rotations to
determine if factor collapse would occur. Factor collapse did not occur; thus, no
corrections were made to the analysis. As noted previously, any factor collapse that
occurred would be erroneous as the Big Five is a well-validated factor structure. Once the
EFA is complete, a researcher could conduct a CFA and then an SEM or ESEM. Results
from the EFA should guide this decision. For example, if meaningful cross-loadings were
observed, an ESEM is likely more appropriate because it allows for the examination of
any cross-loadings (Morin et al., 2016). Other options include calculating factor scores if
these are needed for subsequent analysis (e.g., personnel selection). More detail on factor
scores is discussed in Chapter VI.
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Chapter VI
Discussion
Study Overview
A Monte Carlo simulation with eight manipulated variables was conducted in
order to better understand the nature of true factor collapse. The eight manipulated
variables were fully crossed to form 1,944 conditions. Half of these conditions contained
factor collapse. The population matrices were used to generate 100 samples each, and
each of these samples was rotated with five exploratory bifactor rotations. This study
gives insight into the nature of factor collapse and how it affects reliabilities of factors in
a bifactor structure. A summary of findings, implications, limitations, and directions for
future research are presented below.
Summary of Findings
Under conditions of deviation from independent clustering, the SLi performed
best as indicated by mean CC values. This corroborates findings from previous research
(i.e., Abad et al., 2017). Load.GF was shown to have a strong effect on 𝜔𝐻 and 𝜔𝑆
values. Load.SF had minimal effects on 𝜔𝑆 values which was not expected. It seems that
general factor loadings are more influential for indicators of reliability than specific
factor loadings. Num.CF had strong effects on 𝜔𝑆 values. Taken together, the size of
general factor loadings and whether or not factor collapse occurs are most influential on
𝜔𝑆 values. This echoes initial concerns about 𝜔𝑆 as an indicator of specific factor
reliability. To reiterate, 𝜔𝑆 values are typically low, indicating poor reliability, and a new
finding from this study is that they are more heavily influenced by general factor loadings
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than their specific factor loadings. Unlike 𝜔𝑆 , 𝜔𝐻 appears to be a strong indicator of
general factor reliability, and this suggests that more research needs to be into the nature
of specific factor reliability. It may be the case that 𝜔𝑆 , being too dependent on general
factor loadings, is an insufficient measure of specific factor reliability, and alternative
measures may be necessary.
As seen in Table 7, many of the effect sizes calculated from the ANOVAs were
small. However, two factors, Num.CF and Load.GF, had substantially larger effect sizes
compared to other manipulated variables. Num.CF had larger effect sizes for 𝜔𝑆 . This
suggests that factor collapse has a notable detrimental effect on specific factor reliability.
This underscores the importance of carefully evaluating models for pure indicators. None
of the rotations were particularly adept at recovering collapsed structures. That is, the
rotations attempt to identify specific factor regardless of whether or not they occur in the
population. This is important to understand because the rotations cannot fix or
compensate for true factor collapse that may be unknown to the researcher. Decisions as
to whether or not models contain pure indicators of the general factor need to be
thoughtfully considered. Item content is important in forming the distinction between a
pure indicator and an indicator of a specific factors; therefore, all items and hypothesized
factors should be carefully considered for pure indicators as undetected pure indicators
are associated with poorer model quality as indexed by the reliability of its factors.
Load.GF also had significantly larger effect sizes when compared to other
manipulated variables. This is mostly seen in effect sizes for 𝜔𝐻 , but also in effect sizes
for 𝜔𝑆 . It is expected that the size of general factor loadings would have a substantial
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effect on general factor reliabilities, but the large effect of general factor loadings on
subscale reliability was an unexpected and important finding from this study. According
to the findings of this study, 𝜔𝑆 as an indicator of subscale reliability is more greatly
affected by general factor loadings than by specific factor loadings. This raises doubts
about the utility of 𝜔𝑆 . Not only are 𝜔𝑆 typically low by reliability standards, they also
are not greatly affected by their loadings. An important direction for future research
would be studies designed specifically to evaluate 𝜔𝑆 as an index of specific factor
reliability. It may be the case that alternative indexes of specific factor reliability are
needed.
Examined interactions indicate that the two-way interaction between Num.CF and
Pure.GF are the most influential on 𝜔𝑆 . This is understandable because both factor
collapse and the presence of pure indicators affect the size of specific factor loadings.
Effect sizes were small but notable interactions can still be seen in Figures 4 to 6. In
general, 𝜔𝑆 values are smaller when there are no pure indicators present but when there is
factor collapse; 𝜔𝑆 values are greatest under conditions of no factor collapse and no pure
indicators. This suggests that pure indicators and factors collapse need to be examined
together in order to fully understand their effect on 𝜔𝑆 values.
Analysis of the real data indicated well-identified specific factors for each of the
rotations. Given that the Big Five is a well-established scale, this finding is
understandable. The JB rotations appear to find larger 𝜔𝐻 than the SL rotations and viceversa. Therefore, when choosing between the rotations, it is necessary to decide if higher
reliability is more desirable for the general factor or the specific factors. Research on a
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general factor in the Big Five structure indicates that item valence (e.g., differences
attributed evaluative content) is captured by the general factor (Biderman, McAbee,
Chen, & Hendy, 2017). Results from this study reinforce that a general factor can be
derived from the Big Five factor structure and that certain rotations (i.e., the JB rotations)
will identify a stronger general factor. It may well be that the JB rotations are inherently
biased towards the general factor. This is seen in how they sometimes produce erroneous
factor collapse in the form of local minima. More research should be conducted into the
nature of the general factor in the Big Five structure and other factor structures that may
be influenced by item valence.
Recommendations, Implications, and Future Research
This research supports findings from Abad et al. (2017) indicating that the SLi
performs better than other rotations under conditions that deviate from independent
clustering. Independent clustering is unlikely to be observed in most applications;
therefore, the general recommendation is to use the SLi over other rotations. Though
target rotation is not a true exploratory method, the true exploratory rotations available
have several noted issues as outlined in this study and other research (Mansolf & Reise,
2016).
Evaluation of Pure Indicators. Novel to research involving bifactor models is
the case of pure indicators. Most scales are not designed with pure indicators in mind as it
is usually the specific factors that are of primary interest. Further research into bifactor
models necessitates a better understanding of pure indicators. As indicated by the results,
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pure indicators were better identified by the SLi. This adds support to SLi as the best
currently available exploratory bifactor rotation.
When evaluating pure indicators that may be present in scales, one of the primary
considerations is content of an item in question and deciding on a suitable interpretation
for the general factor. Application of bifactor models is usually as an alternative
modeling approach compared to how the scale was initially developed. Therefore, any
interpretation of a general factor needs to be evaluated in a theoretically sound manner.
Interpretations of general factors will be unique to specific scales. Once researchers have
a sound interpretation of the general factor, pure indicators can be better evaluated. As
evidenced in the Quality of Life scale (Chen et al., 2006), the mental health factor may be
better represented as pure indicators of a general quality of life. This is a case of true
factor collapse, but it hinges on the interpretation of the factors.
Scoring with Bifactor Models. Whether or not to use observed scale scores or
latent variable scores in utilizing measures for applications is a common question in
applied research. If one desires to use bifactor models for practical applications (e.g.,
assessment and selection), scoring based on latent variable scores is necessary because
the general factor is typically not observed either fully or partially. This is to say, that
without pure indicators, the general factor is only identified as a latent variable. There is
no observed general factor score. If pure indicators are present in the model then there are
some observed scores for the general factor, but only partially because a general factor
cannot exist without specific factors. A model composed entirely of pure indicators
would be a single factor model and not a bifactor model.
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Multiple methods are available for calculating latent variable scores (DiStefano,
Zhu, & Mindrilla, 2009), and each have their own considerations. Although currently
unknown, many of the considerations that factor into producing latent variable scores are
likely applicable to bifactor models. In choosing to use bifactor models, researchers
should keep in mind what the ultimate application of the model will be as this is an
important consideration. If the desired application is selection, the latent variable scores
will likely have to be calculated. Considerations for specific the latent variable scoring
methods for bifactor models are currently unknown, and this should be explored in future
research. Another example would be if the factor analysis is used for validation of a
scale. If a scale is validated with bifactor modeling, it is important that any future use of
the scale is done through bifactor modeling as failing to fit a general factor when
performing factor analysis on the scale would be an inappropriate use of the scale.
Criterion Studies. Another important avenue for future research would be studies
that examine bifactor models with criterion variables. Simulations that address the nature
of prediction for general and specific factors need to be conducted. This study has found
evidence that 𝜔𝑆 is determined to a greater extent by general factor loadings rather than
specific factor loadings. If a specific factor’s reliability is only weakly determined by its
own loadings, then what implications does this have for using the factor to predict
criterion variables? Many of the models produced in this simulation had weak 𝜔𝑆 values.
If these values are poor, then the use of specific factors for prediction may be
inappropriate.
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In order to uncover this, criterion studies are important. A study could be
designed that manipulates omega values and examines what effect this has on predictive
relationships. This could provide insight into what level of general and specific factor
reliability is necessary for accurate prediction. Due to the unique strengths of bifactor
models, researchers should strive to use them in criterion studies, but at this point in time,
how the general and specific factors function as predictors is not well understood.
Limitations
Several study limitations were mentioned as part of the description of the study’s
methodology. To summarize, number of variables per specific factor could be expanded
to examine more than six variables, number of specific factors could be expanded to
examine more than six specific factors, multiple cross-loadings and/or pure indicators on
the specific factors, loadings for either specific factors or the general factor exceeding .70
to examine overly reliable indicators, and structures that include more than two collapsed
factors. Other potentially important limitations are the balancing of specific factors and
issues related to the use of ωS to index the collapse of a factor(s).
All specific factors have an equal number of variables and cross-loadings and/or
pure indicators if applicable. Therefore, the specific factors in this study are completely
balanced. A potentially important aspect could be in the unbalancing of factors in which
the preceding characteristics are not held constant across specific factors. However,
unbalancing the specific factors would greatly increase the size of the simulation. Related
to the unbalancing of specific factors is the case of partially collapsed factors. All
indicators in collapsed factors in this simulation are nonsignificant. This is contrast to
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only some of the indicators within a collapsed specific factor being nonsignificant (i.e.,
partially collapsed factors). Examination of the unbalancing of factors is beyond the
scope of this study, and the increased simulation size would greatly increase the required
time in design, analysis, and interpretation of results. Additionally, the necessary
computing power would likely exceed the capabilities of readily available machines.
Another important limitation is that research on ωS is scant. Calculating
reliabilities for subscales has been discussed as part of research on improving the
investigation and reporting of scale reliabilities (Dunn, Baguley, & Brunsden, 2014;
Sočan, 2000). It is important to note that these examples do not assume a bifactor
structure for the data. The examples are also insufficient for a second reason. Reise
(2012) describes two types of subscale reliabilities that can be calculated from bifactor
models. The first includes the general factor, and the second is a residualized version that
controls for reliability due to the general factor. It is the second type that is of primary
interest to this study. The examples described by Dunn et al. (2014) and Sočan (2000) are
analogous to the first type, and an example from Reise (2012) demonstrates that the two
types can be vastly different. The example first calculates the subscale reliability with the
general factor included as .62. Once the general factor has been controlled, the reliability
is recalculated as .21. This value that is far below what is considered to be acceptable
reliability. Values for the other subscales in the example are similarly poor. It seems that
in order for ωS to be sufficiently large, the reliability of the general factor must be poor
which would suggest that the data does not fit bifactor structure. Therefore, other indexes
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of factor collapse may be necessary throughout the course of the simulation’s design and
analysis.
Another important limitation is that of computational load. Noted in the results
section, modifications were made to the simulation in order to reduce computational load.
Even with these modifications, conducting the simulation required four to six weeks of
constant runtime on a high-end personal computer. Clearly, this restricted certain the
number of samples per condition and the number of conditions. Although 100 samples
per condition, standard errors calculated from the estimates of the dependent variables
were relatively low (e.g., in the thousandth decimal place); therefore, this choice is not
thought to have substantively affected the results. The number of simulation conditions
was reduced to 1,944 from 2,916 when the two factor collapse level of Num.CF was
removed. The two factor collapse case now remains unexamined, but available research
suggests that case may be relatively rare in application of bifactor models (Mansolf &
Reise, 2016).
A final consideration is that of missing data. Missingness was not examined in
this study, but it is an important consideration due to the prevalence of missing data in
applied research (Graham, 2009). Currently, research on how missing data functions with
bifactor models is currently unknown. Compared to non-bifactor models, it is possible
that similar considerations apply, but the extent of this needs to be researched further. It
is also possible that missing data has unique implications for bifactor models and factors;
therefore, this is an important avenue for future research.
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Conclusion
Factor collapse should be examined when using bifactor models. If a scale may
conform to a bifactor structure, this should be investigated through the use of exploratory
bifactor rotations. The author recommends that a researcher always conduct an EFA
before conducting a confirmatory or structural equation model. Doing so helps to avoid
misspecification of a general factor because the researcher then has prior knowledge of
the general factor if an exploratory model identified one. In general, calculation of factor
scores following a factor analysis is a stronger approach than calculating mean or sum
scores on a scale. If a researcher calculates these scores (i.e., mean or sum), the general
factor is lost because if one wanted to calculate mean scores for a general factor then the
researcher would essentially be working with a single factor model. This results in
information loss. Either information is lost on the general factor by calculating mean
scores on the subfactors, or information is lost on the subfactors in calculating a mean on
a single general factor. Only bifactor modeling allows for the efficient parceling of
variance between general and specific. Additionally, bifactor modeling allows for the
examination of factor collapse and pure indicators. If researchers fail to consider factor
collapse and pure indicators, this could lead to misspecification of the model and
misguided conclusions.
In conclusion, the SLi rotation appears to be best suited to identify cases of true
factor collapse. Much research is needed into the evaluation of pure indicators, and the
general recommendation is that researchers be watchful for cases of true factor collapse.
The decision as to whether or not factor collapse is of the erroneous type or is true factor
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collapse needs to be guided by interpretation of factors. Researchers should carefully
examine the interpretation of the factors in their models so that these decisions can be
made. New scales that may have general factors should be designed and validated with
the general factor in mind. Bifactor models have a wealth of applications, but considering
these issues is necessary in order for them to be effectively used.
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APPENDIX A
R Code for Monte Carlo Simulation
Data Generation
set.seed(100)
source("FC Supporting Functions.R")
###1 collapse is in indexes 973 to 1944
###2 collapse in in indexes 1945 to 2916
## Contains loading matrices without collapse for generation of misspecified sample
matrices
loadings_ms <- list()
## True_loadings will contain the population factor loadings
true_loadings <-list()
## True_commu will contain population communalities for each structure
true_commu<-list()
## True_IC_template will contain strutures indicatin with 1 in which factor an item loads
true_IC_template <- list()

VI1 <- c(4,5,6)
#number of factors
VI2 <- c(4,5,6)
#number of items per factor
VI3 <- c(.4,.5,.6) #size of specific loadings
VI4 <- c(.4,.5,.6) #size of general factor loadings
VI5 <- c(0,1)
#pure indicators, 0: no; 1: yes
VI6 <- c(0,0.4)
#cross-loadings, 0: no; cross-loading = 0.4
VI7 <- c(200,500,2000) #sample size
VI8 <- c(0,1,2)
#collapsed factors
conditions<-expand.grid(VI1,VI2,VI3,VI4,VI5,VI6,VI7,VI8)
ind<- 1
nrow(conditions)
conditions
condition <- 1
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for (condition in 1:(nrow(conditions))) {
numfac
<- conditions[condition,]$Var1
varfac
<- conditions[condition,]$Var2
size_specific <- conditions[condition,]$Var3
size_g
<- conditions[condition,]$Var4
zeros_specific <- conditions[condition,]$Var5
cross
<- conditions[condition,]$Var6
collapse
<- conditions[condition,]$Var8
## Generate true population IC structure
# Generate empty lambda matrix; dimensions controlled by condition
lambda <- matrix(0,nrow=numfac*varfac,ncol=numfac+1)
#Generate specific factor loadings
i<-2
for (i in 2:(numfac+1)) {
loadings <- seq(size_specific-.1,size_specific+.1,by=(.2/(varfac-1))) #from .3 to .5,
from .4 to .6, from .5 to .7
#Write specific factor loadings to lambda matrix
lambda[((i-2)*varfac+1):((i-1)*varfac),i] <- loadings
}
#Generate general factor loadings and write to lambda matrix
lambda[,1] <- sample(seq(size_g-.1,size_g+.1,by=(.2/(numfac*varfac-1)))) #from .3 to
.5, from .4 to .6, from .5 to .7
## Generate true population IC structure
IC_template<-abs(sign(lambda))
true_IC_template[[ind]] <- IC_template
loadings_per_item<-apply(IC_template,1,sum)
## Compute structures communalities for posterior checking
commu1 <- apply(lambda^2,1,sum);commu1
#true_loadings[[ind]]<-lambda
#true_commu[[ind]] <- commu1
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#true_commu[[ind]]<-cbind(commu1,commu2,commu3)
#ind <- ind+1

## Add cross-loading = .4 if necessary
if (cross !=0){
i<-2
### Adjust factor loadings to mantain communlaities constant
for (i in 2:(numfac+1)) {
#from specific factor "1" to specific factor "numfac": reduce loadings in the last
indicator of each factor
value_to_substract <- (IC_template[(i-1)*varfac,]*cross^2)/loadings_per_item[(i1)*varfac]
value_final <- lambda[(i-1)*varfac,]^2-value_to_substract
value_final[value_final < 0 ] <- 0
lambda[(i-1)*varfac,] <- sqrt(value_final)
}
### Add cross-loading in the latest indicator of each factor
for (i in 2:(numfac+1)) {
if (i <= numfac)
lambda[(i-1)*varfac,i+1] <- cross
if (i==(numfac+1))
lambda[numfac*varfac,2] <- cross
}
}
## Compute structures communalities for posterior checking
lambda
commu2 <- apply(lambda^2,1,sum);
commu1 - commu2
## remove specific factor loading to create items which only load on the general factor
if (zeros_specific ==1){
i<-2
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#(4+1)/2+1 #3
#(5+1)/2+1 #4
#(6+1)/2+1 #4
for (i in 2:(numfac+1)) {
changeditem <- (i-2)*varfac+ceiling(varfac/2) #2 of 4 / 3 of 5 / 3 of 6
lambda[changeditem,1] <sqrt( lambda[changeditem,i]^2
+lambda[changeditem,1]^2
-0.01^2) #To retain constant communalities
lambda[changeditem,i] <- 0.01
}
}
## Compute structures communalities for posterior checking
commu3 <- apply(lambda^2,1,sum);
commu2 - commu3
#Adjust loadings for collapsing of factors
if (collapse == 1) {
#lambda.ms <- lambda
lambda <- adj.cf(lambda,varfac)
loadings_ms[[ind]] <- lambda.ms
} else if (collapse == 2) {
#lambda.ms <- lambda
lambda <- adj.2cf(lambda,varfac)
#loadings_ms[[ind]] <- lambda.ms
}
## Compute structure communalities for posterior checking
commu4 <- apply(lambda^2,1,sum)

#Transer objects to final lists
true_loadings[[ind]]<-lambda
true_commu[[ind]]<-cbind(commu1,commu2,commu3,commu4)
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ind <- ind+1
}
Generate Samples
#Generate sample structures
library(psych)
genSamp <- function(pop,reps,n) {
samp_loadings <- list()
nSamp <- 1
for (nSamp in 1:reps) {
samp.cor <- sim.structure(pop,n=n)$r
samp_loadings[[nSamp]] <- samp.cor
nSamp <- nSamp+1
}
return(samp_loadings)
}
pop1 <- true_loadings[[1]]
samples <- genSamp(pop1,100,2000)
#Generate samples for each condition
genSamp.cond <- function(reps) {
samples <- list()
cond <- 1
for (condition in 1:nrow(conditions)) {
size
<- conditions[condition,]$Var7
samp <- genSamp(true_loadings[[condition]],reps,size)
#res.names <- paste("samp.loadings",condition)
samples[[cond]] <- samp
cond <- cond+1
}
samples
}
Schmid Leiman Rotation Functions
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SLf <- function (matrix = NULL,
specific_factors = NULL,
method = NULL,
fm = "minres",
cutpoint=.20,
iterations = 20) {
# Compute the iterative target factor rotation
#
# Args:
#
# matrix: Correlation or Covariance matrix to be analyzed. Default is NULL.
# specific_factors: number of specific factors to be extracted. Default is NULL.
# method: Run SL, SLt, or SLi. Options are SLt and SLi. Default is NULL; will run
SL.
# fm: factor estimation method. Default is MINRES. Other alternatives can
#
be found in the fa() function documentation (psych) package.
# cutpoint: Value for cut-off point criterion (e.g., .20). Default is .20
# iterations: iterations number. Default is 20. If 0, Schmid-Leiman with target rotation
# (without iterations) is performed.
#
# Returns:
#
# Loadings: Rotated factor loading matrix
#
# Error handling:
source("SLi Supporting Functions.R")
if (is.null(matrix)){
stop("A correlation or covariance matrix must be specified")
}
if (is.null(specific_factors)){
stop("A number of factors must be specified")
}
if (is.null(cutpoint)){
stop("A cut-off point must be specified")
}
if (class(matrix)=="list") {
matrix <- matrix(unlist(matrix),nr=nrow(matrix[[1]]))
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}

#if (method=="SLo") {
## Step 1: First order factor analysis with Geomin oblique rotation
lp <- fa (r = matrix,
nfactors = specific_factors,
rotate = "none",
fm = fm)$loadings
lp_rotated <- perform_rotation (lp, method = "geominQ")
convergence_lp <- lp_rotated$convergence
# Convergence check:
if (convergence_lp == FALSE) {
stop("Convergence problems when estimating first order solution for SL solution")
}
## Step 2: Second order factor analysis
lp1
<- fa (lp_rotated$Phi, nfactors=1, fm = "minres")
## Step 3: Schmid-Leiman transformation
lpSL1
<- lp_rotated$loadings %*% lp1$loadings
psl1
<- matrix (0, dim(lp1$loadings), dim(lp1$loadings))
diag(psl1) <- sqrt(1- lp1$loadings^2)
lpsl2
<- lp_rotated$loadings %*% psl1
SL_loadings <- cbind (lpSL1,lpsl2)
#round(SL_loadings,2)
#} else
if (method=="SLt" | method=="SLi") {
## Step 4: Calculate an unrotated solution with specific + 1 factors
unrotated_l

<- fa (r = matrix,
nfactors = (specific_factors+1),
rotate ="none",
fm = fm)$loadings

# Step 4: Schmid-Leiman iterated target rotation (SLi)
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targF
<- get_target_from (SL_loadings, cutpoint = cutpoint)
SLt_result
<- perform_rotation (L = unrotated_l,
method = "targetT",
targ = targF)
SLt_loadings <- SLt_result$loadings
# Convergence check
if ( SLt_result$convergence == FALSE) {
stop("Convergence problems when estimating SL target rotation")
}
}
if (method=="SLi") {
# SLt rotation factor loadings
loadings_targ_prev <- SLt_result$loadings
prev_target
<- targF
# Step 5: Schmid-Leiman iterated target rotation (SLi)
if (iterations == 0) {
loadings_targ_new <- SLt_result$loadings
} else {
for (it in 1:iterations) {
# Target matrix is updated iteratively until convergence
new_target
<- get_target_from (loadings_targ_prev, cutpoint = cutpoint)
new_SLi_result
<- perform_rotation (loadings_targ_prev,
method = "targetT",
targ = new_target)
if ( new_SLi_result$convergence == FALSE) {
stop("Convergence problems when estimating SLi target rotation")
}
loadings_targ_new <- new_SLi_result$loadings
# Check criteria for ending the iterative procedure
converg <- target_convergence_check(prev_target, new_target)
if (converg == TRUE) {
cat("Convergence achieved in", it, "iterations for condition \n")
break()
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} else {
loadings_targ_prev <- loadings_targ_new
prev_target
<- new_target
}
}
# Convergence check
if (converg == FALSE) {
cat("Convergence has not obtained for the Target matrix. Please increase the number
of iterations.")
}
}
# Return rotated factor matrix
SLi_results <- list(loadings = loadings_targ_new)
SLi_loadings <- SLi_results$loadings
}
nsf <- specific_factors
sf.names <- paste("sf",rep(1:nsf),sep="")
if (method=="SLo") {
colnames(SL_loadings) <- c("SLo.gf",sf.names)
SL_loadings
} else if (method=="SLt") {
colnames(SLt_loadings) <- c("SLt.gf",sf.names)
SLt_loadings
} else {
colnames(SLi_loadings) <- c("SLi.gf",sf.names)
SLi_loadings
}
}
JB Rotations Function
JBr <- function(matrix,method,nfac,fm="minres") {
source('rotation_function.R')
lp <- fa (r = matrix,
nfactors = nfac,
rotate = "none",
fm = fm)$loadings
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if (method=="bifactorT") {
BIq_loadings <- perform_rotation(lp,method="bifactorT")$loadings
BIq_loadings
} else if(method=="bigeominT") {
BIg_loadings <- perform_rotation(lp,method="bigeominT")$loadings
BIg_loadings
}
}
Supporting Code for Roations (rotation_function.R)
######################################################################
######################################################################
# Functions for performing rotation algorithms in
#
# Abad, F.J., Garcia-Garzon, E., Garrido, L.E. & Barrada, J.R. (2017).
# Iteration of Partially Specified Target Matrices: Application to the bi-factor case.
# Multivariate Behavioral Research, 52 (4), pp.416 - 429
# https://doi.org/10.1080/00273171.2017.1301244
#
######################################################################
######################################################################
######################################################################
# Compute population factor loading structures
######################################################################
perform_rotation <- function(L, method = NULL, targ = NULL, reps = 10) {
library(GPArotation)
# Compute factor rotation for geomin and target rotations
#
# Args:
#
# L: Unrotated factor solution
# method: Factor rotation method, as in GPArotation:
#
geominQ: geomin orthogonal
#
targetT: target
#
bifactorT: bi-quartimin
#
bigeominT: bi-geomin
#
Default is NULL
# Targ: Target matrix required for partially specified target rotation.
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#
Default is NULL.
# reps: Number of random starts. Default is 10.
#
# Returns:
#
# Loadings: Rotated factor loading matrix
# Phi : Factor correlation matrix (only when geominQ is specified)
# Rotating matrix: Rotation matrix
#
# Error handling
if (is.null(method)) {
stop("A rotation method must be specified")
}
# Compute the factor rotation using GPArotation package
results <- rep( list(list()), reps)
criterion <- rep(NA,reps)
for (i in 1:reps) {
if (method == "geominQ") {
x <- geominQ(L,Tmat = Random.Start(ncol(L)), maxit=5000)
} else if (method == "targetT") {
x <- targetT (L, Tmat = Random.Start(ncol(L)), maxit=5000, Target = targ)
## This is the bi-quartimin rotation
} else if (method == "bifactorT") {
x <- bifactorT(L,Tmat = Random.Start(ncol(L)),maxit=5000)
## This is the bi-geomin rotation
} else if (method == "bigeominT") {
x <- GPForth(L,method="bifactor_geomin",Tmat =
Random.Start(ncol(L)),maxit=5000)
}
# Selecting the best random start
if (x$convergence == TRUE) {
criterion[i] <- min(x$Table[,2])
results[[i]] <- x
} else {
criterion[i] <- NA
results[[i]] <- NA
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cat ("Convergence problem in factor rotation for random start ",i, "\n")
}
}
#return the best random start solution
j <- order(criterion)[1]
return(results[[j]])
}

vgQ.bifactor_geomin <- function (L, delta = 0.01) {
# Compute the bi-geomin criterion as defined in Jennrich & Bentler (2012)
#
# Args:
#
# L: Unrotated factor solution
# delta: delta parameter (more info in Asparouhov & Muthén, 2009;
https://www.statmodel.com/download/SEM-Asparouhov2009.pdf)
D <- function(L) {
L2 <- L^2 + delta
k <- ncol(L)
p <- nrow(L)
pro <- exp(rowSums(log(L2))/k)
list(f = sum(pro),
Gq = (2/k) * (L/L2) * matrix(rep(pro, k), p))
}
lvg <- D(L[, -1, drop = FALSE])
G <- lvg$Gq
G <- cbind(G[, 1], G)
G[, 1] <- 0
list(f = lvg$f, Gq = G)
}
Sorting Loadings
sort_loadings <- function (loadingsE,loadingsR) {
# Sort the rotated factor loadings
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#
# Args:
#
# loadings: A rotated factor matrix
# loadingsR: A template for factor ordering.
#
# Returns:
#
# sorted_loadings: A sorted rotated factor matrix
#
# Error handling:
if (is.null(loadingsE)){
stop ("A rotated factor matrix to be sorted needs to be specified")
}
if (any(is.na(loadingsE))){
cat ("\n NA loadings: No convergence achieved/ error in fa")
return(sorted_loadings = NA)
}
if (is.character(loadingsE[[1]])){
cat ("\n NA loadings: No convergence achieved in method applied")
return(sorted_loadings = NA)
}
for (i in 1:ncol(loadingsE)) {
if (sum(loadingsE[,i]) < 0)
loadingsE[,i] <- -loadingsE[,i]
}
criterio <- list()
i
<-1
ordenes <- combinat:::permn(1:ncol(loadingsE))
for (i in 1:length(ordenes)) {
criterio[[i]] <- mean(apply((loadingsE[,ordenes[[i]]] - loadingsR)^2,2,mean))
}
sorted_loadings <- loadingsE[,ordenes[[which.min(criterio)]]]
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diago

<- diag( factor.congruence(loadingsR, sorted_loadings))

if (any(diago == 0)) {
print("Problems with factor loading sorting")
}
I <- matrix(0,nrow=ncol(sorted_loadings),
ncol=ncol(sorted_loadings))
diag(I) <- (sign(diago))
sorted_loadings <- sorted_loadings %*% I
return(sorted_loadings)
}
Rotate Samples
rotate_samples <function(samples,reps,cond.list,pop_loadings,cutpoint=.20,iterations=.20) {
source("Schmid Leiman Family.R")
source("JB Rotations.R")
source("Sorted_loadings.R")
library(psych)
library(GPArotation)
#Create lists for results
Results <- list()
rot_results <- list()
#cond.ind <- as.numeric(rownames(cond.list))
#n.samp <- reps
#reps <- length(samples[[1]])
cond <- 1

#Outer loop to iterate over conditions
for (condition in 1:nrow(cond.list)) {
nsf <- cond.list[condition,]$Var1
rc <- cond.list[condition,]$Var9
si <- 1
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#Inner loop to iterate over samples
for (si in 1:reps) {
pop <- as.data.frame(pop_loadings[[rc]])
samp <- samples[[rc]][[si]]
rot_results[[si]] <- list()
#SLf rotations
SLo_result <- SLf(samp,specific_factors=nsf,method="SLo")
SLt_result <- SLf(samp,specific_factors=nsf,method="SLt")
SLi_result <- SLf(samp,specific_factors=nsf,method="SLi")
BIq_result <- JBr(as.data.frame(samp),nfac=nsf+1,method="bifactorT")
BIg_result <- JBr(as.data.frame(samp),nfac=nsf+1,method="bigeominT")
#BIg_result <- NA
##Insert JB Rotations here##
#
#
#
#
############################
##Align rotations for with population
if(is.na(SLo_result)) {
rot_results[[si]][[1]] <- SLo_result
rot_results[[si]][[2]] <- SLt_result
rot_results[[si]][[3]] <- SLi_result
rot_results[[si]][[4]] <- BIq_result
rot_results[[si]][[5]] <- BIg_result
next
}
if(is.na(SLt_result)) {
rot_results[[si]][[1]] <- SLo_result
rot_results[[si]][[2]] <- SLt_result
rot_results[[si]][[3]] <- SLi_result
rot_results[[si]][[4]] <- BIq_result
rot_results[[si]][[5]] <- BIg_result
next
}
if(is.na(SLi_result)) {
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rot_results[[si]][[1]] <- SLo_result
rot_results[[si]][[2]] <- SLt_result
rot_results[[si]][[3]] <- SLi_result
rot_results[[si]][[4]] <- BIq_result
rot_results[[si]][[5]] <- BIg_result
next
}
if(is.na(BIq_result)) {
rot_results[[si]][[1]] <- SLo_result
rot_results[[si]][[2]] <- SLt_result
rot_results[[si]][[3]] <- SLi_result
rot_results[[si]][[4]] <- BIq_result
rot_results[[si]][[5]] <- BIg_result
next
}
if(is.na(BIg_result)) {
rot_results[[si]][[1]] <- SLo_result
rot_results[[si]][[2]] <- SLt_result
rot_results[[si]][[3]] <- SLi_result
rot_results[[si]][[4]] <- BIq_result
rot_results[[si]][[5]] <- BIg_result
next
}
SLo_sort <- sort_loadings(SLo_result,pop)
SLt_sort <- sort_loadings(SLt_result,pop)
SLi_sort <- sort_loadings(SLi_result,pop)
BIq_sort <- sort_loadings(BIq_result,pop)
BIg_sort <- sort_loadings(BIg_result,pop)
rot_results[[si]][[1]] <- SLo_sort
rot_results[[si]][[2]] <- SLt_sort
rot_results[[si]][[3]] <- SLi_sort
rot_results[[si]][[4]] <- BIq_sort
rot_results[[si]][[5]] <- BIg_sort
#rot_results[[si]] <matrix(c(SLo_sort,SLt_sort,SLi_sort),nrow=nrow(SLi_result),ncol=ncol(SLi_result))
}
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#End inner loop
Results[[cond]] <- rot_results
cond <- cond+1
}
#End outer loop
return(Results)
}
Calculate DVs
cal.dv2 <- function(ResList,reps,cond.list,pop_loadings,nrot=5) {
Res.list <- list()
dv.list <- list()

for (cond in 1:nrow(cond.list)) {
nsf <- cond.list[cond,]$Var1
dv.mat <- matrix(nrow=reps,ncol=nsf+2)
pop <- pop_loadings[[cond]]
check.null <- ResList[[cond]]
if (is.null(check.null)) {
next
}
for (ri in 1:nrot) {
for (si in 1:reps) {
data <- ResList[[cond]][[si]][[ri]]
if (is.na(data)) {
next
}
#f (is.null(data)) {
# dv.mat <- NA
#}
# else {
#Define number of specific factors
data <- abs(data)
nsf <- ncol(data)-1
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#Omega hierarchical calculation
fl.sum <- colSums(data)
gf.sqsum <- (fl.sum[1])^2
sf.sqsum <- sum(fl.sum[2:ncol(data)]^2)
dem.ex <- gf.sqsum + sf.sqsum
h2 <- rowSums(data^2)
err <- 1-h2
err.var <- sum(err)
omegaH <- gf.sqsum/(dem.ex+err.var)
omegaH <- as.data.frame(omegaH)
colnames(omegaH) <- c("OmegaH")
rownames(omegaH) <- NULL
#Omega subscale calculations
fl.sum <- colSums(data)
gf.sqsum <- (fl.sum[1])^2
sf.sqsum <- (fl.sum[2:ncol(data)]^2)
h2 <- rowSums(data^2)
err <- 1-h2
err.var <- sum(err)
os <- data.frame(nrow=1,ncol=nsf)
omegas <- data.frame(nrow=1,ncol=nsf)
os <- sf.sqsum
omegas <- sapply(os, function(x) {os/(gf.sqsum + os + err.var)})
omegas.table <- t(omegas[,1])
rownames(omegas.table) <- NULL
nsf.names <- paste("OmegaS",1:nsf)
colnames(omegas.table) <- nsf.names
#Calculate CC
cc.mat <- factor.congruence(data,pop)
CC <- mean(diag(cc.mat))
#Formatting Results
dv.table <- as.matrix(cbind(CC,omegaH,omegas.table))
dv.mat[si,1:(nsf+2)] <- dv.table[1,1:(nsf+2)]
colnames(dv.mat) <- c("CC","OmegaH",nsf.names)
cat(ri,"\n")
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cat(si, "\n")

}
dv.list[[ri]] <- dv.mat
}
Res.list[[cond]] <- dv.list
cat("Condition ", cond, "calculated successfully \n")
}
Res.list
}
Calculate Confidence Intervals for DVs
dv.ci <- function(dvs,nrot=5,conf=.95) {
library(gmodels)
Res.list <- list()
rot.list <- list()
cond.list <- length(dvs)
for (cond in 1:cond.list) {
for (ri in 1:nrot) {
data <- dvs[[cond]][[ri]]
if (is.null(data)) {
next
}
nc <- ncol(data)
#cn <- colnames(data)
ci.mat <- matrix(nrow=nc,ncol=4)
#cond.mat <- matrix(nrow=conditions,ncol=48)
for (dv in 1:nc) {
dv.col <- data[,dv]
ci.dv <- ci(dv.col, confidence=conf, na.rm=T)
#rn <- names(ci.dv)
ci.mat[dv,1:4] <- ci.dv
#rownames(ci.mat) <- rn
}
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#colnames(ci.mat) <- cn
rot.list[[ri]] <- t(ci.mat)
}
Res.list[[cond]] <- rot.list
cat("Condition ",cond,"\n")
}
Res.list
}
Format DVs with Conditions
format.dv <- function(dvs,cond.list,row.ind) {
nrow.f <- length(dvs)
res.mat <- matrix(nrow=nrow.f,ncol=40)
for (cond in 1:nrow(cond.list)) {
ri <- 1
min <- 1
for (ri in 1:5) {
data <- dvs[[cond]][[ri]]
ncol <- dim(data)[2]
adj <- 8 - ncol
max <- 8
pe.row <- data[row.ind,]
res.mat[cond,min:((max*ri)-adj)] <- pe.row
min <- min+8
}
}
res.mat <- round(res.mat,4)
res.names <c("SL.CC","SL.Oh","SL.OS1","SL.OS2","SL.OS3","SL.OS4","SL.OS5","SL.OS6",
"SLt.CC","SLt.Oh","SLt.OS1","SLt.OS2","SLt.OS3","SLt.OS4","SLt.OS5","SLt.OS6",
"SLi.CC","SLi.Oh","SLi.OS1","SLi.OS2","SLi.OS3","SLi.OS4","SLi.OS5","SLi.OS6",
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"JBq.CC","JBq.Oh","JBq.OS1","JBq.OS2","JBq.OS3","JBq.OS4","JBq.OS5","JBq.OS6"
,
"JBg.CC","JBg.Oh","JBg.OS1","JBg.OS2","JBg.OS3","JBg.OS4","JBg.OS5","JBg.OS6"
)
colnames(res.mat) <- res.names
final.res <- cbind(cond.list,res.mat)
final.res
}
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APPENDIX B
Real Data Analysis
source("Schmid Leiman Family.R")
source("JB Rotations.R")
library(psych)
library(GPArotation)
library(dplyr)
rdata <- read.delim("clipboard")
head(rdata)
rdata2 <- rdata[,-c(1,2)]
head(rdata2)
SLo.rdata <- SLf(rdata2,specific_factors = 5, method="SLo")
SLt.rdata <- SLf(rdata2,specific_factors = 5, method="SLt")
SLi.rdata <- SLf(rdata2,specific_factors = 5, method="SLi")
JBq.rdata <- JBr(rdata2,nfac = 6, method="bifactorT")
JBg.rdata <- JBr(rdata2,nfac = 6, method="bigeominT")
b5 <- c("gf","e","a","c","s","o")
colnames(SLo.rdata) <- c("gf","s","a","c","o","e")
SLo.rdata <- SLo.rdata[,b5]
colnames(SLt.rdata) <- c("gf","o","s","a","e","c")
SLt.rdata <- SLt.rdata[,b5]
colnames(SLi.rdata) <- c("gf","a","o",'e','c','s')
SLi.rdata <- SLi.rdata[,b5]
colnames(JBq.rdata) <- c('gf','c','e','s','a','o')
JBq.rdata <- JBq.rdata[,b5]
colnames(JBg.rdata) <- c('gf','o','s','c','a','e')
JBg.rdata <- JBg.rdata[,b5]
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Calculate DVs for Real Data
rdata.dv <- function(data) {
#Define number of specific factors
data <- abs(data)
#nsf <- ncol(data)-1
#Omega hierarchical calculation
fl.sum <- colSums(data)
gf.sqsum <- (fl.sum[1])^2
sf.sqsum <- sum(fl.sum[2:ncol(data)]^2)
dem.ex <- gf.sqsum + sf.sqsum
h2 <- rowSums(data^2)
err <- 1-h2
err.var <- sum(err)
omegaH <- gf.sqsum/(dem.ex+err.var)
omegaH <- as.data.frame(omegaH)
colnames(omegaH) <- c("OmegaH")
rownames(omegaH) <- NULL
#Omega subscale calculations
fl.sum <- colSums(data)
gf.sqsum <- (fl.sum[1])^2
sf.sqsum <- (fl.sum[2:ncol(data)]^2)
h2 <- rowSums(data^2)
err <- 1-h2
err.var <- sum(err)
os <- data.frame(nrow=1,ncol=nsf)
omegas <- data.frame(nrow=1,ncol=nsf)
os <- sf.sqsum
omegas <- sapply(os, function(x) {os/(gf.sqsum + os + err.var)})
omegas.table <- t(omegas[,1])
rownames(omegas.table) <- NULL
#nsf.names <- paste("OmegaS",1:nsf)
#colnames(omegas.table) <- nsf.names
#Calculate CC
#cc.mat <- factor.congruence(data,pop)
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#CC <- mean(diag(cc.mat))
#Formatting Results
dv.table <- as.matrix(cbind(omegaH,omegas.table))
#dv.mat[si,1:(nsf+1)] <- dv.table[1,1:(nsf+1)]
#colnames(dv.mat) <- c("OmegaH",nsf.names)
dv.table
}
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